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The Final Report on Phase I of the Study for Identification of Beneficial Uses of Space 
(B. U.S.-) is comprised of three volumes: 
Volume I' Executive Summary 
Volume II Technical Report 
Volume III Appendices 
Volume 11 is further subdivided: 
Book 1 - Development and Business Analysis of Space Processed Isoenzymes 
Book 2 - Development and Business Analysis of Space Processed Transparent Oxides 
Book 3 - Development and Business Analysis of Space Processed Tungsten X-ray Targets 
Book 4 - Development and Business Analysis of Space Processed Surface Acoustic 
Wave Devices 
Book 5 - Study Methods and Trade Studies 
General Electric's Space Division, under contract from the NASA's Marshall Space 
Flight Center completed Phase I of the Study in December 1972, and Phase II in Decem­
ber 1973. In Phase II, the Study has progressed to the Business Analysis and Planning 
for the commercial development and production of the four products in Phase II: 
* Surface Acoustic Wave Components 
* Transparent Oxides 
* High Purity Tungsten X-ray Targets 
* High Specificity Isoenzymes 
The methodology employed in the Phase I Study and the results of that effort a e re­
ported herein. 
In addition to Key Individuals from the participating User organizations who contributed 
specific product, process, business and planning data in each of their respective areas, 
iii 
the Study Manager acknowledges the outstanding financial and manufacturing analysis 
contributions of Mr. P. Schmitt, and the considerabJe contributions of the following: 
Mr. U. Alvarado and Mr. M. Clarke of the Study Team in analyzing and organizing the 
wealth of data accumulated; Mr. K. Taylor, the MSFC Contracting Officers Represen­
tative (C. 0. R.) for the study, in providing key technical suggestions and direction to 
the overall effort as well as establishing space processing payload gindelines, Mr. G. 
Wouch, Dr. E. Okress, and Dr. B. Noval of General Electric's Space Sciences Labora­
tory, in providing supporting space processing data, and Mr. B. Klawans and Mr. F. 
Curran of General Electric's Systems Operation and Computations Component in pro­
gramming and processing "INVEST", the interactive profitability analysis program. 
As noted in the Final Reports of earlier Phases, publication of this Phase II report 
neither implies NASA endorsement of any specific product, process or venture identi­
fied during this phase of the Study, nor a NASA commitment to pursue any program de­
fined as part of this Study. 
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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
This volume comprises preliminary development plans, analysis of required R & D 
and production resources, the costs of such resources, and, finally, the potential 
profitability of a commercial space processing opportunity for the production of 
transparent forms of certain metallic oxides. The work reported herein is a con­
tinuation of investigations into the space processing of Transparent Oxides which have 
been conducted in Phases I and 1U of NASA Study Contract NAS 8-28179 (1971-1973). 
Technical support for these investigations has been provided by General Electric 
Space Sciences laboratory in Valley Forge, Pa., primarily by 
G. Wouch, and 
D. Ulich 
with consultation by 
G. McLellan, of Corning Glass Works, and various members of General 
Electric Research and Development Center. 
The baselines selected for development planning are conceptual, and were established 
to provide a means of assessing overall technical and economic feasibility under con­
ditions of limited experimental space processing information and very long range 
market, space facility, and cost projections. These baselnes can be expected to 
chsge, perhaps even drastically, as later analytical and experimental investigations 
continue. 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
The need for materials possessing new combinations of refractive index and dispersion, 
and extended transmission into the infrared and ultra violet regions has been noted by 
such organizations as the National Academy of Sciences/National Academy of Engineering. 
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Typically, the properties sought-for are: 
Index of Refraction: 	 Approximately 2. 0 
Dispersion: 	 20 
Thermal Stability: 	 Useable at temperatures up to 10000C with 
stable properties to that temperature 
Chemical Stability 
Optical Transmission 	 At least as good as present silicate glasses 
Abrasion Resistance 
The oxides of aluminum, zircomum, and yttrium are recommended for initial pro­
cessing. When quenched from the melt in spherules 100 - 800 Pm diameter, all of 
these oxides have remained amorphous. Therefore, they seem like appropriate 
candidates for processing aimed at producing glasses in sizes large enough to be 
practical for components of optical systems. 
These oxides have not been successfully produced in the glassy state on earth. The 
materials have a low viscosity when molten and devitrify readily when cooled. 
Levitated and melted in the clean environment of space, it is possible that the 
absence of crucible walls, and the elimination of contaminants that can serve as 
nuclei for crystal growth, would permit undercooling and, therefore, glassy alumina, 
zircoma, and yttria. 
It is not possible to predict with any accuracy the properties of a material that has 
never been produced, but optical transmission in the infrared beyond 5. 0 im seems 
like a realistic possibility. 
If glassy alumina, zirconia, and yttria prove impossible to produce in space, there 
is a possibility that early experiments would show that it is possible to produce 
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polycrystallme matenals of more closely controlled crystallite size than is possible 
on earth. If this proves to be the case, then it would be well to follow with processes 
designed to produce spinels, which are interesting from an optical standpoint since 
they are isotropic. Properties of these materials are given in Figure I-I. 
DensiV Melt PT Linear Thermal Expansion Index of
 
Material (g/cm ) (0C) (Multiply by 10-7/0C) Refraction
 
Alumina 4.0 2070 70-119 1.73 (?)
 
Yttria 4.5 2410 81-94 1.92
 
2.13-2.20
 
Zirconia 5.2 2690 72-144 ?
 
Figure I-1. Properties of Candidate Mlaterials
 
1. 2 ASSUMPTIONS 
In addition to the basic Study Assumptions reviewed in Section IV of Volume I, the 
following key assumptions have been made in the development planning: 
-o 	 The experiments and tests, defined in Phase II and updated in this Phase, 
will result in a successful technique for producing at least one of the 
metallic oxides of the type under study, with the desired properties. 
* 	 Sounding rocket, KC 135, drop tower, as required, and Shuttle/Spacelab 
services will be available to meet development reqirements. 
* 	 In-space power requirements for transparent oxides processing (20-60 Kw 
peak) will be available as needed. 
* 	 The availability of an on-orbit transparent oxides processing facility, not 
requiring launch and recovery for each production flight was a late assump­
tion in the Study, and is discussed in Volume I, Section IV. 1. 
* 	 An intial Study Guideline (Section IV. 1, Volume I) directed that our profit­
ability analysis assume that each user bear the full cost of developing the 
Space Process utilized for producing his product. All four of the products 
under study were unattractive ventures under the combination of this assump­
tion and derived economic data. The NASA C. 0. R. suggested that this com­
bination be noted as "Case A". 
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He further suggested that, since basic processes would have broader 
application than the individual products under study, it could likely be 
assumed that basic process proof-of-feasibility would be carried out under 
government funding. Users, therefore, would only bear those R&D costs 
that specifically provide prototype/pilot plant capability. The combination 
of this assumption and the same derived economic data as m the prior 
case is called "Case B". While some financial measures were very attrac­
tive in Case B, the "breakeven point" was still not favorable, and further 
assumptions led to "Case C". Assumptions for Case C include those of 
Case B, plus increasing the market share and the unit price by 50%. If 
the product meets established technical goals, these two assumptions 
should easily prove to be fact. 
1.3 PRODUCT OBJECTIVES 
The primary product objective is to utilize the space environment to aid in producing 
boules of undevitrifLed, or at least, new transparent polycrystaline, forms of certain 
metallic oxides (typically alumina, zirconia, yttra.) While there are more areas of 
uncertainty involved in this product than in the other products under study, micron size 
particles of these oxides, produced in the laboratory under limited conditions, have 
exhibited characteristics which tend to support this objective. 
The second objective is to produce components for optical systems using space-processed 
oxides which are capable of achieving transmission in the infrared beyond 5. 0 P , while 
maintaining high temperature (.1000 C) and chemical stability, as well as good 
structural and hardness characteristics. 
1.4 PROCESS ALTERNATIVES AND BASELINE 
The alternative process methods and key steps in the baseline approach selected for 
this Phase of Study have been derived in Phase II. These are shown in Figure 1-2. 
Those major alternatives and decisions left unresolved in Phase II, due to lack of criti­
cal phenomenological or process data, have for the most part, been resolved by 
assumptions for purposes of this phase of study. It must be noted, however, that a 
high degree of judgement has been exercised in making the required selection. 
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cinFignre -2. Defimtion of Best Implementation Approach for Transparent Oxide Processing 
The technical decisions and unknowns associated with this selection are given in 
Figure I-3. 
The unknowns listed in Figure I-3 are those which form the basis for the subsequent 
definition of experiment and test Work Elements in the R&D portion of the Work Break­
down Structure. Current ground-based experimentation on techniques for eliminating 
devitrification in solidifying glass melts, supplemented by the analysis of forthcoming 
Sounding Rocket experiments will provide answers to some of the unknowns listed. On 
the other hand, the unknowns related to scale-up, effects of process on material 
stress, and forming during solidification require longer "zero g' duration and are 
likely to be the pacing item in the development of this product. 
Resolution of any such unknowns through current or other future programs are not 
accounted for here, but will, of course, influence the future application of this Study's 
findings. 
Baseline process data defining key requirements for the selected process are shown 
in Section I.2.5. 
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Current
 
Decision Areas Baseline Method
 
Choice of oxide material Alumina, Zircoma*, Yttria 
Choice of oxide purity High purity 
Location for loading levitaticn/melt system In orbit 
Choice of automatic or manual loading Manual 
Choice of superheat or melt temperature 0 -0lOO C superheat 
Choice of high or moderate rate heating * igh (200/see) 
Choice of heat method r 
Choice of melt method RF 
Choice of positioning method RF 
Choice of cooling method Radiation 
Choice of forming (in space or on ground) Ground 
Choice of e]ect/collect method * Mechanical 
Choice of eject/collect location In space 
tUinmowns 
- Best Heating method. RF with pre-heat by susceptor may be replaced by laser, or hot 
wall furnace. 
- Cooling rates to achieve supercooling prior to solidification, compatible with elimination 
of devitrification or with-formation of polyorystalline oxides with acceptable crystal size. 
- Effects of sample size on cooling rates or vice versa. 
- Effects of cooling rates on induced thermal stress, and effects of those stresses on 
product properties. 
- Performance characteristics of various heating methods (solar and arc imaging, laser, 
heated walls, mduction/with susceptor, electromagnetic/mcrowave cavity, electron beam). 
- Performance characteristics of various positioning methods (acoustic, gas stream, elec­
trostatic, electromagnetic). 
- Choice of available oxides and effects of impurities (type and amount) 
- Types and rates of gas contammant effluxversus temperature. 
- Process development and design data for combined positioning, heating and cooling in 
selected approach and sequences. 
- Performance and design parameters of full scale,equipment. 
- Loading and response of equipment during mission cycle. 
- Scale-up parameters. 
- Capabilities of various in-spaze forming methods (mechanical, gas jet, electromagnetic, 
centrifugal). 
- Effects of various levels of vacuum and various inert gas atmospheres on contaminant 
efflux and level during degassing and melting. 
*Zircoma Used in Typical Calculations 
Figure I-3. Transparent Oxides Declsions 
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SECTION II 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
The framework upon winch development tasks, schedules, costs, equipment and 
facility needs, etc. are constructed, is the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). 
While relatively unfamiliar outside the Aerospace/ilitary communities, it is 
felt to provide sufficiently valuable insight to program planning to warrant its 
introduction into this commercial product study. 
We have, however, deviated from the usual WBS content. The long development 
effort for products under study, the need for both Space and Ground Processing 
steps, the obvious comparisons between familiar ground processes and the "new" 
Space-involving process led us to establish a WBS based on process steps, rather 
than on equipment. Thus subsequent analyses could easily compare value added 
versus cost-added for any process step. 
This section of the report details the WBS for the transparent oxide processing 
program and summarizes the Work Element Descriptions, Work Element Resource 
Requirements, and Resource costs. Finally, it assembles the Development 
Schedule. 
11. 1 WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 
The Work Breakdown Structure against which the development and production tasks 
are organized is shown in Figure II-i A&B. Figure Il-lA depicts the configuration 
of the WBS at the top level, while II-lB delineates the detailed structure. The 
development effort which is documented in over 87 pages of Work Element Descrip­
tions, Work Element Resource needs and Resource Costs, is summarized m 
Section I. 2. 
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Figure I1-1A. Work Breakdown Structure 
1. 0 Program Management 
1.1 Program Management - R&D
 
1.2 Program Management - Pilot/Production
 
2.0 System Engineering
 
2.1 System Engineering - R&D
 
2.2 System Engineering - Pilot/Production
 
3.0 Business Operations
 
3.1 Business Operations -R&D
 
3. 1. 1 Marketing 
3. 1.2 Advance Engineering
3.1.3 Administration (legal, finance, etc.)
 
3.2 Business Operations - Pilot/Production
 
4. 0 Oxide Preparation Process Step 
4.1 Oxide Preparation Process Step (R&D)
 
4.1.1 Process Development
 
4.1.1.1 Project Supervision
 
4.1. 1.2 Mateials Evaluation
 
4.1.2 Equipment Development
 
4. 2 Oxide Preparation Process Step (Pilot/Production) 
5. 0 Oxide Space Process 
5.1 Oxide Space Process (R&D)
 
5. 1. 1 Process Development 
5.1.1.1 Project Supervision
 
5.1.1.2 Ground Lab Studies
 
5.1.1.2. 1 	 System Loading Phenomenology
 
5. 1. 1.2.2 	 Reaction to Gas &Inert Atmospheres 
5.1.1.2.3 	 Heating & Melting
 
5. 1.1.2.4 	 Levitation and Melting (One-G) 
5.1.1.2.5 	 Fornmng Techniques (One-G)
 
5.1.1.2. 	6 Correlation of Shuttle Test Data
 
with Ground Lab Data
 
5.1.1.3 Sounding Rocket Experiments
 
5.1.1.3. 1 	 Levitation & Positioning (Zero-G)
 
5.1.1.3.2 	 Process Test (Zero-G)
 
5.1.1.4 Shuttle Tests
 
5.1. 1.4.1 	 Process Test (Zero-G)
 
5.1. 1.4.2 	 Formng Test (Zero-G)
 
5.1.1.4.3 	 Process Test (Zero-G)
 
5.1.1.4.4 	 Prototype/Proof Test (Zero-G)
 
5. 1. 2 Equipment Development 
5.1.2.1 Chamber/Shleld/Feed/Retrival Equipment
 
5.1.2.2 Heat &Position Equipment
 
5.1.2.3 Power Conditioning Equipment
 
5.1.2.4 Instrumentation & Control Equipment
 
5.1.2.5 Vacuum & Gas Supply System Equipment
 
5.2 Oxide Soace Process - Pilot/Production
 
6. 0 Oxide Fimshing Process Step 
6.1 Oxide Fimshing Process Step - R&D
 
6.2 Oxide Finishing Process Step - Pilot/Production
 
Figure II-lB. Transparent Oxide Development Work Breakdown Structure 
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The technical and business assessment of the in-space Transparent Oxide processing 
opportunity requires that all elements of work required, from raw materials to 
finished product be examined, costed, and assessed. The main process steps provide 
a suitable framework for collecting tasks and costs over that sequence of events, 
and this approach tends to assure that no major business costs are overlooked. Six 
major process steps are defined for Transparent Oxide processing: 
Oxide Preparation (WBS 4. 0) 
Oxide Space Processing (WBS 5.0) 
Oxide Finishing (WBS 6.0) 
To the above elements, work elements for integrating and planning the development 
and pilot/production program are added as follows: 
Program Management (WBS 1. 0) 
System Engineering (WBS 2. 0) 
Business Operations (WBS 3. 0) 
Each major WBS element is divided into R&D and Pilot/Production phases, with the 
R&D phase ending at completion of a prototype capability. Work and cost summaries 
can thus be obtained either for a process step or for a particular phase. The 
ability to summarize a process step facilities comparison of the cost of a process 
relative to others, assessment of alternatives (e. g., ground cutting - versus space 
forming - of elements), the examination of value added in each process step and ex­
amination of the option to sell as a product, the output of a particular process step. 
Within each process, work is subdivided as to whether it is Process Development 
(requirements, system design, subsystem and system tests) or Equipment Develop­
ment (component design and test based on process requirements). Hardware break­
down as used in aerospace Work Breakdown Structure occurs at lower levels of the 
Equipment Development branch. 
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I. 2 WORK ELEMENTS (WORK TO BE DONE)
 
The development of a ground/space process for fabrication of transparent oxide
 
optical elements capable of improved transmissivity, such as that pictured in
 
Figure HI-2, can be summarized into the following work elements:
 
1.0 Program Management 
2.0 System Engineering 
3.0 Business Operations 
4.0 Oxide Preparation Process Step (ground) 
5.0 Oxide Space Process Step (space) 
6.0 Oxide Finishing Process Step (ground) 
These elements apply toboth the development (R&D) phase and production phase. 
The R&D effort is largely concentrated in element 5. 0, Oxide Space Process Step, 
and this development plan accordingly emphasizes that area of work. A description 
of the work to be done in each work element is given in the following paragraphs. 
The development program includes a series of major experiments and tests as 
shown in Figure II-3a. The Sounding Rocket and Shuttle tests are summarized in 
Figure II-3b. 
. 2.1 PROGRAM MANAGE MENT (WBS 1. 0) 
Program Management in the R&D phase will include the definition of development 
tasks and schedules, arranging for and controlling the resources needed and main­
taming a management liaison with the parties involved. These parties will include 
the oxide research laboratory, oxide product manufacturer, oxide space systems 
contractor, NASA centers and NASA contractors. While each development area 
(process step) will include project supervision of that work, Program Management 
will provide for the overall management and integration of all aspects of the program. 
Reports, presentations, special documents and plans are also included in Program 
Management. When the production phase is instituted, Program Management will 
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Figure II-3B. Transparent Oxide Processing Flight Test Requirements for R&D 
be reduced to routine activities mostly handled by admimstration and production 
control functions of the business. Also, some project engineering services will be 
required to handle shuttle services and interfaces. 
II. 2.2 SYSTEM ENGINEERING (WBS 2.0)
 
In the R&D phase, System Engineering will be required to establish requirements
 
and specifications for the overall ground-space-ground process, as portrayed in
 
Figure 11-4 to be designed, and to integrate or conduct tests of overall processes.
 
As development tests eliminate the present unknowns and technology gaps, System
 
Engineering will convert these findings to a specific prototype system design (ground­
space) and ultimately to a pilot/production facility design. In commercial terms,
 
this is a combined plant engineering and product engineering activity, with the added
 
dimensions of space vehicle/payload interfacing and orbital operations requirements.
 
The output of the R&D System Engineenng effort will be overall process and materials
 
specificaticns and process equipment design requirements. n the production phase,
 
System Engineering reduces to following engineering and technical (e. g. Shuttle)
 
interface support.
 
. 2.3 BUSINESS OPERATIONS (WBS 3.0) (WBS 3. 1) 
Business Operations in the R&D phase will be concerned with business preparaticns 
in anticipation of a successful development effort and initiation of production. 
Business planning must be done continuously as a basis for investment decisions as 
R&D results are obtained. Three areas of Business Operations are described as 
follows: 
Marketing (WBS 3. 1. 1, 3.2. 1) 
The development program initiation is necessarily based on very early estimates 
of business viability and financial returns. During the R&D activity, Marketing must 
continuously analyze the potential market, market share, anticipated orders, product 
offerings, gross margins, product costs, profits, etc. in order to confirm or modify 
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Figure 11-4. Transparent Oxide Production-Development & Mission Profile 
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earlier plans. As the time of pilot production approaches, Marketing will prepare
 
sales literature, preliminary catalog data, and price data as the basis for customer
 
contacts. The product distribution system will be designed and an appropriate sales
 
organization will be initiated. Demonstrations of product characteristics and per­
formance will be conducted using samples from early tests, and prototype/pilot runs
 
to convince customers of product advantages and to establish a preliminary seller/
 
purchaser understanding. Advance orders will be solicited as early as possible in the
 
R&D phase to reduce the risk associated with a commitment to build production
 
facilities. When the production phase begins, Marketing will conduct routine order
 
processing, cataloging, product service, product planning, and sales engineering
 
activities as well as future market/business planning.
 
Advanced Engineering (WBS 3.1.2, 3.2.2)
 
Advanced Engineering will be relatively quiescent during the R&D phases since the
 
R&D System Engineering and Process Step R&D tasks will be accomplishing that
 
function. A limited amount of second generation technical investigation will be done
 
to explore opportunities which lie beyond the scope of the R&D effort. These findings
 
may have an effect on the direction of the R&D effort. When the production phase
 
begins, Advanced Engineering work will increase, to develop improvements in the
 
pilot production design and to introduce new processes, facilities, and products as
 
suggested by Marketing plans.
 
Financial, Legal & Relations Support (WBS 3.1.3, 3.2.3)
 
In the R&D phase, the Finance, Legal, & Relations functions will participate with
 
Marketing in the preparation and critique of business plans, and recommending of
 
steps to be taken by management to prepare for production. The timing and amount
 
of investment will be critical, with pressures to move quickly to establish a market
 
position, and concurrent pressure to postpone action, to reduce financial risk. Rela­
tions Nill be concerned with staffing of R&D positions and planning for production staff.
 
Legal will address the contract/subcontract terms anticipated for production, and the
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insurance/indemnity/warranty provisions that are planned to be used. This work will 
include establishing of the terms for using NASA shuttle services, and the associated 
manufacturer/NASA liabilities. 
11. 2.4 OXIDE PREPARATION PROCESS STEP (WBS 4.0) 
Establishment of such characteristics as initial purity, grain morphology, nucro­
structure, thermo-physical, electrical, optical, etc. properties will be necessary to 
select the candidate materials for space processing of metal oxides such as yttria, 
zirconia, and alumina to produce these new glasses. Because of the critical knowledge 
gaps that must be filled in order to determine the feasibility of producing new and 
unique glasses of utility and high value through contamerless processing m the weight­
less environment of space, the results of the space processing investigation (WfBS 5. 0) 
must interface with the development of the oxide preparation step. The effort will 
establish the initial parameters such as purity, type, shape, size, gram morphology, 
microstructure, thermophysical, electrical, and optical properties of the specimen to 
be processed in space. A series of tests, such as are represented in the typical 
Work Element Description, Resource Requirement, and Resource Cost Formats in 
Figure 11-5 will be required to characterize candidate materials and determine, via 
ground tests, which candidate materials should be selected. 
The equipment and process required must be defined for each candidate metal oxide 
material, as well as the handling, transport, and storage requirements prior to space 
processing. In the production phase, a facility for the preparation of one or more 
metal oxides will be required, with an appropriate throughput. 
I. 2.5 OXIDE SPACE PROCESS STEP (WBS 5.0)
 
Critical knowledge gaps exist, which must be filled m order to produce these new
 
and unique glasses. Some of these gaps are listed below:
 
1. 	 The level of conditions (convection, presence of contaminments, vibration, 
etc.) conducive to formation of amorphous or improved crystalite phases m 
such metal oxides as zirconia, alunna, and yttria. 
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TASK DESCRIPTION
 
TASK TIT E 
Evaluation of Candidate Sample Materials
 
°
 w No.PO 41. By G. Wouch/D. Ulrich ATE 8/74 
. REQUIRED OUTPUTI 
Compositions and a specimen preparation method (and possibly a
 
supplier) that will yield samples likely to form glasses when
 
melted in levitated condition. Pre and post process charac­
terizaticn of samples by well-established materials charac­
terization techniques.
 
Z. REQUIRED INPUT, 
Samples of alumina, yttria and zirconia rods; masses to 12, 16 and
 
17 grams respectively. Compositions may include glass-forming
 
combinations. Rods are 1 cm diameter and 3-4 cm in length. Select
 
high purity materials which have been produced by several suppliers
 
using different methods of preparation.
 
3. DESCRIPTION OF EFFORT$ 
Activity 1 - Pre-characterization of starting samples.
 
Activity 2 - Heat, melt, homogenize and cool specimens in con­
trolled inert gas, oxygen or vacuum environments.
 
Activity 3 - Post characterization of processed samples to deter­
mine quantity, quality and location of glass
 
formed.
 
4. PERFORMANCE PERIOD 9-12 months: (1) Pre-characterization - 1 week/ 
specimen, (2) Sample processing - 2-3 hrs/specimen, (3) Post-char­
acterization - 1 wk/spec. - 27 spec. per comp. - 81 spec. for 3 
PERFORMANCE RZSPONSIBILITY: APPROVAL compositions 
Corning
 
NOTE CONTINUE NUMBERED ITEMS ON SEPARATE SHEET AS REQUIRED 
Figure H-5. Task Description H-13 
TASKRESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 
TASK TITLE 
Evaluation of Candidate Sample Materials
 
WaS NO. PREPARED SY OATE4.1.1.2 
 G. Wouch/Ulrich 
 8/74
 
1. PURCHASED MATERIALS: (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS) 
Alumina, yttria and zirconia rods. May require purchase of rods
 
containing binary or ternary compositions of alumina, yttria and
 
zirconia with content of glass-forming oxides. Rods are 1 cm
 
diameter and 3 cm length. Rods precut and machined for surface
 
finish based on heating systems selected. Certification of: (1)
 
quality and characteristics of presintered powders as provided by
 
raw material supplier; and (2) quality of sintered rods as pro­
vided by supplier of finished specimens.
 
Z. PURCHASED SERVICES (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS) 
Materials-characterization (assume that user has material charac­
terization facilities and expertise.
 
3. EQUIPMENT, (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS) 
High frequency RF generator up to 15M Hz; furnace to preheat
 
zirconia to 2000°C; leviation coil; pyrometer; gas sampling
 
analyzer.
 
4. FACILITIES: (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS) 
Power, water, high voltage cable.
 
APPROVAL:
 
ON SEPARATE SHEET AS REQUIRED.NOTE. CONTINUE NUMBERED ITEMS 
Figure HI-5. Resource Requirements 
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WORK ELEMENT COSTS 
WORK ELEMENT NO4.1..2 WORK ELEMENT TITLE Evaluation of Candidate Sample Materials 
C2 
NO. 
YLABOR 
COST 
PURCHASED6 
E 
COST 
SERVICES 
COST 
EQUIPMENT 
COST 
7 
FACILITIES 
COST 
8 
TOTAL 
COST 
1 Pre-characterization of 
Samples $10,000 $97,000 $107,000 
aq 
( 
2 
3 
Heat, Melt and Cool 
Postcharacterization of 
Samples 
$6,000 
$97,000 
$26,000-
$36,000 
$32,000­
$42,000 
$97,000 
0 
ti
 
TOTALS $6,000 $10,000 $194,000 26,000- $236,000 
S26.000 S$246.000 
2. Best (most efficient, least disturbing) methods of heating the charge such 
as electromagnetic, thermal imaging, laser, hot wall furnace, etc. 
3. 	 Best (most efficient, most compatible) method for preheating the specimen 
before injection into the processing chamber and final heating. 
4. 	 Heating and cooling rates. 
5. 	 The method of positiacing such as electromagnetic or acoustic. 
6. 	 The gas environment such as vacuum, inert gas, or active gas. 
7. 	 Vaporization rates in various atmospheres. 
8. 	 Process steps and duration. 
9. 	 Method of charge injection and recovery of finished product. 
10. 	 Permissible rate of feeding and throughput. 
11. 	 Design and operational requirements for hazards such as high temperature, 
and for waste.products such as oxide deposits. 
The R&D effort will be directed at obtaining resolution of the knowledge gaps in order 
to specify design, fabricate, and test a prototype space facility with a unit charge 
capacity of 0. 003 to 0. 006 kilograms (experimental) and I to 3 kilograms (pilot/ 
production scale), with associated positining, feed, recovery, processing chamber, 
heating, quenching (if appropriate), sensor, and control components. 
Key 	areas of concern are: 
1. 	 Process Feasibility 
2. 	 High Power Requirements 
3. 	 Heat Rejection 
4. 	 E I 
5. 	 Safety 
Ground based levitation, heating, degassing where required, melting and supercooling 
studies will be performed to evaluate these key areas and to evalute process steps 
and equipment for space processing. These will provide the basic data for Sounding 
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Rocket experiments, listed in Figure 11-6, directed at glass formation through super­
cooling, using small specimens. A representative Work Element Description, its 
Resource Requirements, and Cost of Resources for a Sounding Rocket experiment is 
given in Figure II-7. Some work in drop towers or KC-35 airplane flights may prove 
useful. Success in these small-scale experiments will warrant and provide base-line 
data for scale-up experiments on shuttle flights, defined in the Work Element Descrip­
tion, Resource Requirements, and Resource Cost format in Figure H-8. The objective 
is to achieve a I to 3 ki1ogram unit charge, depending on the available power. A 
prototype proof demonstration will be conducted on a shuttle flight (or flights) to 
confirm all processes and product specifications. Successful prototype operation at 
an acceptable charge size and throughput, and a confirmed product demand will form 
the basis for implementation of routine production at the pilot plant level or greater 
capacity. Baseline process requirements for both a Shuttle experiment and production 
are given in Figure 11-9. 
A conceptual configuration for the full scale Transparent Oxides processing facility 
is shown in Figure 1-10. The configuration is basically the same modular facility 
used to process the Tungsten product in this Study, with the Electron Beam Gun and 
its supporting equipment removed, and a susceptor for preheating the oxides accounted 
for. 
In conjunction with the Transparent Oxides product efforts, we reviewed over 40 
different potentially applicable equipments for these development programs. As a 
result, we list m Figure H-11, a summary of our estimate as to new developments 
required for the Transparent Oxides program. 
The R&D effort will not address the raw power source except to establish a suitable 
power conditioning interface with a power source provided by NASA. Later produc­
tion designs may provide for an integrated high power heat source, such as a solar 
collector/solar furnace. 
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TASK DESCRIPTION
 
TASK TITLE
 
Initial Studies - Levitation and Positioning (Zero-G)
 
wBS NO. 5.1.1.3.1 B Y
P R E P A R E
 D G. Wouch/D. Uirich D A T E 

1. REQUIRED OUTPUT. 
Evaluation and selection of position control technique for con­
tanerless processing. Evaluation of performance characteristics
 
of position control systems. The effect of the positioning
 
medium on the candidate materials will be analyzed.
 
2. REQUIRED INPUTI 
Same as 5.1.1.2.4. Results of 5.1.1.2.4. Knowledge of sounding
 
rocket capabilities and space processing packaging development.
 
3 DESCRIPTION OF EFEORTt 
- Develop experiment packages for applicable levitation tech­
niques for drop tower and sounding rocket experiments.
 
- Sounding rocket experiments to evaluate positioning and position
 
control of molten oxide specimens. Evaluate efficiency,
 
positioning ability, heating and positioning coupling, position
 
control, rate of control, energy usage.
 
- Post characterization.
 
4 PERFORMANCE PERIOD 1 year plus number of sounding rocket flights 
allotted for experiments on this task. 
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITY, APPROVAL-

NOTE. CONTINUE NUMBERED ITEMS ON SEPARATE SHEET AS REQUIRED 
Bus-, Figure 11-7. Task Description 
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TASK RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 
TASK TITLE 
Initial Studies - Levitation and Positioning
 
WBS NO. PREPARED BY DATE 
5.1.1.3.11 G. Wouch/ Ulrich 

I. PURCHASED MATERIALS, (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS) 
Oxide specimens (4.1.1.2)
 
Parts (for experiment package)
 
2. PURCHASED SERVICES: (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS) 
Materials Characterization (per 5.1.1.2.4)
 
Pre-launch and launch service
 
Data ,acquisition, recording and transmission service by dedicated
 
rocket
 
Specimen retrieval and shipment for examination
 
Space qualification of experiment package (vibration, accelera­
tion, etc.)
 
3. EQUIPMENTI (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS) 
Space qualified, spaceborne mass spectrometer (like Mars Lander's
 
Space qualified, spaceborne two color pyrometer
 
Space qualified, specially designed H.F. RF generator (to 15 mHz)
 
Preheating oven
 
or sonic
Levitation coils 

Chamber for packaging coils or sonic positioning position
 
Vacuum system for controlled gas injection system unit
 
Special handling and retrieval system
 
Quenching system (to be designed)
 
4. FACILITIES (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS) 
Launch
 
Sounding Rocket (Black Brant?)
 
Data Management
 
Package Retrieval
 
Facilities for fabrication of Space Qualified Experiment Package
 
Facilities for Space Qualification Test
 
APPROVAL.
 
NOTE CONTINUE NUMBERED ITEMS ON SEPARATE SHEET AS REQUIRED.
 
Figure 11-7. Task Resource Reqturements 
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WORK 	ELEMENT COSTS 
WORK ELEMENTNO. 5 1 31 WORK ELEMENT TITLE Initial Studies-Levitation and Positioning. . 
1 2 3 	 5 6 7PURCHASED678ACT. 	 ACTIVITYNO. 	 LABORRAS SERVICES EQUIPMENT FACILITIES TOTALCOST MATERIALS COST 	 COSTCOST COST
NO. 	 COST COST 
1 	 Experiment Package Design 130K to 10K to 100K 25K 265K to
 
Fabrication and Cost 260K 20K 405K
 
2 Sounding Rocket Launch and 141K Provided 141K
 
Test Services (3 flights) by NASA
 
3 Sounding Rocket Assemblies
 
( (less Experiment Payloads)
 
Flight SR-l 234K 234K
 
Flight SR-2 78K 78K
 
Flight SR-3 78K 78K
 
0
 
C 
0 
130K 	- 400K - 796K -
TOTALS 260K 410K 141K 100K 25K 936K
 
LIZ 
TASK DESCRIPTION
 
TASK TITL 
Selected Process Evaluation (Zero-G)

US NO. PRERED S DOATE
5.1.1.4.1 
 G. Wouch 
 7/23/74
 
1. REQUIRED 'OUTPUTS
 
Provide initial Zero "G" evaluation of selected process, to obtain
 
process development data and refine hardware design.
 
2. REQUIRED INPUTS
 
Results of Tasks 4.1.1.2, 5.1.1.2. Familiarity with shuttle
 
experiment package, spaceborne equipment, etc.
 
3. DESCRIPTION OF EFFORT: 
- Experiment package development and testing, pre-flight prepara­
tion.
 
- Pre-launch processing.
 
- Launch
 
- Demonstrate Zero-G heating, melting, supercooling, cooling,
 
during flight with position control and gas-temperature-time
 
profile monitoring. Possible quench at end of weightless
 
flight.
 
- Post-characterization of recovered specimens. Glass forming
 
potential evaluation.
 
4. PERFORMANCE PERIOD: Six mohths to 1 year + number of shuttle flights 
allotted for this task. 1981 
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITY, APPROVAL: 
Corning/GE/NASA Corning/GE/NASA
 
NOTE CONTINUE NUMBERED ITEMS ON SEPARATE SHEET AS REQUIRED 
Bus-I Figure 1-8. Task Description 
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TASK RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
 
TASK TITLE 
Selected Process Evaluation (Zero-g)
 
wss No. 51i41 PREPAREDBy DATE
 
5.1.1.4.1 
 G. Wouch/D. Ulrich 
 8/74
 
1. PURCHASED MATERIALS: (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS) 
Oxide specimens (prepared as per 4.1.1.2)
 
Parts (for experiment package)
 
Z. PURCHASED SERVICES: (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS) 
Materials Characterization (per 4.1.1.2)
 
Pre-launch and launch service
 
Data acquisition, recording and transmission service on space
 
shuttle
 
Specimen retrieval and shipment for examination
 
Space qualification of experiment package (vibration, accelera­
tion, etc.)
 
3. EQUIPMENTI (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS) 
Space qualified, spaceborne mass spectrometer (like Mars Lander's
 
Space qualified, spaceborne two color pyrometer
 
Space qualified, specially designed H.F. RF generator (to 15 MHz)
 
Preheating oven
 
or sonic
Levitation coils 

Chamber for packaging coils or sonic positioning position
 
Vacuum system or controlled gas injection system unit
 
Specimen handling and retrieval system
 
Quenching system ( to be designed)
 
4. FACILITIES- (INCLUDE ASSUMPTIONS)
 
Launch
 
Space shuttle
 
Data management
 
Facilities for fabrication of space qualified experiment package
 
Facilities for space qualification tests
 
APPROVAL.
 
NOTE: CONTINUE NUMBERED ITEMS ON SEPARATE SHEET AS REQUIRED.
 
Figure U-8. Task Resource Requiements 
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WORK ELEMENT COSTS 
WORK ELEMENT NO. 5 . 1 . 1 . 4 . 
I 2 
ACT. ACTIVITY 
NO. 
1 WORK ELEMENT TITLE 
3 
LABOR 
COST 
Selected Process Evaluation 
4 
P 5 6 
SERVICES EQUIPMENT 
MATERIALS COST COSTCOST 
7 
FACILITIES 
COST 
8 
TOTAL 
COST 
1 
2 
Experiment Package and De-
velopment and Preparation 
Prelaunch Processing 
130K 
260K 
- 10K ­
20K 
100K 25K 265K ­
405K 
-
I 
1 
3 
4 
5 
Launch 
Zero-G Flight 
Post-flight Characterization 
419K(NASA) 
100K 
419K 
100K 
0 
oCD, 
(D 
0 
130K - 10K - 519K 100K 25K 784K -
TOTALS 260K 20K 924K
 
Item Experiment Production 
Raw Material 
Charge Size (diameter 
Charge Size (weight) 
Preheat Temperature 
Insertion Method 
Heating Rate - High 
Heating Rate - Low 
Heat Dwell Temperature 
Environment During Heat 
Stirring Required 
Maximum Temperature 
Cooling Rate - Medium 
Cooling Rate - Low 
Cooling Method 
Heating Power 
Product Recovery -
Time to Dwell 
Time at Dwell (molten) 
Time to Cool to Recovery 
Temperature 
Total Process Time 
Oxide Denity 
Zirconia, Yttria, Alumina 
1 cm dia. sphere 
3-6 grams 
20000C 
Mechanical 
10-100°C/sec 
5-1 0°C/sec 
2000-30000C 
Inert Gas/(02)10 5 N/M 2 
Yes 
2000-30000C 
-100°C/soec 
0.1-100C/sec (Controlled) 
Radiation 
2-5 kw 
Mechanical 
1-2 mnnutes 
2-4 minutes 
2-4 minutes 
5-10 minutes 
5 grams/cm3 
Same 
8 cm dia. sphere 
1-3 Kg 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
25-60 kw 
Same 
1-10 minutes 
1-5 mnnutes 
10-100 minutes 
12-115 minutes 
Figure 11-9. Transparent Metal Oxide Process Baseline 
11-25/1-26 
Quantity Required 
Item 
Development 
Required? Initial Ground 
Prototype 
(Space) Pilot (Space) Production (Space) 
Furnace Chamber Yes 1 1 ! 2 
Chamber Oven Temperature 
Sensor & Cutoff 
Positioning System 
Specimen Insertion & Retrieval 
System 
RF Coil Cooling Unit 
Susceptor Preheat & Cooling 
Unit 
RF Power Supply & Generator 
Vacuum Pump & Power Supply 
Temperature Measurement & 
Control 
Optical Pyrometer 
Vacuum/Pressure Measurement 
&Control 
Residual Gas Measurement 
Cooling Controls 
Gas (Inert, 02) Supply & Controls 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
(optics) 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
, 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
t 
> 
>z 
. 
0. 
Gas Evacuation System No 1 2 
Figure II-li. Development Equipment List for Transparent Oxides Processing 
It is assumed that the experimental space processing facility will be installed in a 
"long module" (6M long, 23M 3 volume), and that the Spacelab will provide all required 
support from its standard support subsystems except for power requirements, which 
will require a Power Module/Kit to satisfy excess power needs. 
Accommodation in the Spacelab requires accounting for certain special requirements 
involved in processing Transparent Oxides. Typical such requirements are listed 
in Figure 11-12. 
11.2.6 OXIDE FINISHING PROCESS STEP (WBS 6.0) 
The basic oxide product as received from the space processing facility will be a 
sphere shape of, say, 8 cm diameter. The objective will be to cut useful lenses, 
prisms and windows from this sphere for high-value applicatins and with minimum 
waste. As the products to be obtained are defined, the processes to be used (to 
obtain the size, shape, finish, coating, etc.) will be established, probably using 
conventional methods. There will be an interaction between the product requirements 
(size, shape) and the metal oxide charge size established for the space processing 
facility. Also, the possibility of partial forming of the oxide shape in space to 
reduce waste must be determined. 
11.3 DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
The major activities required for Transparent Oxide process development and their 
phasing are as follows. 
Analysis and Planning 1974-75 
Levitation Melting on Earth 1975-76 
Levitation Melting and Cooling-Drop Tower & KC-135 Aircraft 1975-76 
Sounding Rockets Experiments 1976-80 
Shuttle/Spacelab Tests 1981-84 
Orbital Pilot Plant (Operational Demonstration) 1985 
Orbital Production (Operational Capability) 1985 & beyond 
11-30 
Requirement 
Safety 
* Temperature 
* Electrical Power 
* R0 
* Optical 
Wastes 
* Gases 
* Solids 
a Heat 
Figure 11-12. 
Equipment or Operations Need 
- 30000C superheated zircoma requires 
enclosure, fire proofing, possible 
emergency quench. 
- BF Power Supply is high power, re­
quires grounding, fusing, potting 
of connectors. 
- EM requires shielding, filters in 
power line. 
- Molten Zirconia brightness requires 
eye shields. 
- Provision to remove Inert Gas, 02 
- Accommodate or remove deposits of 
metal oxides. 
- Thermal Control for up to 
3 x 106 joules (experiment) 
30 x 106 joules (production) 
Special Requirements for Processing Transparent Oxides 
The detailed development schedule is shown in Figure 11-13. 
Laboratory experiments in the 1975-1980 perod are primarily aimed at acquiring 
basic imfQrmation on fundamental processing steps; pre-heating, levitation, laser 
or radiant (as possible supplement to electromagnetic) heating, and combined pro­
cessing effects. 
Drop Tower tests could provide useful data as early as 1975, while Zero "G aircraft 
and Sounding Rocket tests in 1975 and 1976 are programmed for key positioning 
system tests. Sounding Rocket tests form the backbone of testing the major process 
steps (positioning, heating, melting, and supercooling) in 1976 to 1980. 
11-32 
TASK WBS 74 7576 77 78179! 80 81 82 
SR =SOUNDING ROCKET 
SL =SHUTTLE 
83 184 §5 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM ENGINEERING 
BUSINESS OPERATIONS 
10TESTS 
2 0 
30 
DEVELOPMENT 
SRREOMTS 
---
BUSINESS 
A PLAN .A 
LAB SR PROTOTYPE 
TESTS TEST 
SL PRODUCTIONA REQUIREMENT A REQUIREMENTS 
- i 
NASA SERVICE 
ARRANGEMENT 
FULL 
- SCALE 
PR 
LA DUCTION 
OXIDE PREPARATION PROCESS 4 0 --- PRODUCTION ORG 
MATERIALS EVALUATION 411 2 
EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT 
PILOT/PRODUCTION 
41 2 
42 A 
OXIDE SPACE PROCESS 5 0 
GROUND LAB STUDIES 
INCLUDING DROP TOWER, 
KC-135 
SOUNDING ROCKET TESTS 
SHUTTLE TESTS 
51 1.2 
511.3 
5.1.1.4 
SRI 
A 
SR 2 
A 
SR3 
A 
SA14 
A 
5R5 
* SLI 
A 
5L2 SL3 SL4 
AA 
SL5 
A 
EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT 
PILOT/PRODUCTION 
5.1.2 
52 I 
PRO 
A DUCTION 
OXIDE FINISHING PROCESS 6 0 
R&D 
PILOT/PRODUCTION 
61 
62 A PRO UCTION 
ell Figure 11-13. Transparent Oxide Product/Process Development Schedule 
co 
C, 
SECTION I 
RESOURCES PLANNING 
As in the preceding section, which extracted the program activities, their key mile­
stones and timing, from the documented Work Elements in order to provide De­
velopment Planning data, we also analyzed the Resource Requirements and Resource 
Costs documents to extract the Resource Planning data. 
Based on these requirements and costs, we have delineated the planned allocation 
of development costs for the Transparent Oxide program under study. For pro­
grammatic purposes, these allocations have been assembled under several com­
binations of categories: types of resource, WBS elements, timing, and for both 
Case A and Case B. 
A summary of the estimated costs for Case A, broken down by major resource 
category, is shown in Figure rI- for each major WBS Element and in Figure I1-2 
for lower level WBS Elements. The $17. 9 million total program cost includes the cost 
of NASA service charges for a Sounding Rocket, and Shuttle flights in the R&D phase. 
A time-phased statement of those same costs for Case A is given in Figure rn-3, 
with Figure 111-4, broken down to the lower levels of WBS Elements. 
Case B costs for R&D (wherein the User does not bear the proof-of-process-feasi­
bility costs) are shown in Figures 11-5 and 6. User costs in this case are estimated 
at $9. 3 million. 
It is important to recognize that costs are, in some cases, only measures of resources 
such as personnel with key slalls, facilities, special equipment, etc. A tabulation of 
such resources by WBS element is shown on Figure III-7. 
I-1 
[ID 
WBS TaskMat'is.	 Labor Parch Services Equip. Facilities Total Time Cost 	 Cost Cost Cost Cost PeriodCost 
1.1 Program Management 	 1626K 1626K 75 - 85 
2.1 System Engineering 	 1478K 1478K 75 - 85 
3.1 Business Operations 
4.1 Oxide Prep. Process 	 271K 23K 229K 81K 20K 624K 75 - 82 
5.1 Oxide Space Process 	 4456K 864K 5594K 1555K 1185K 13654K 75 - 85 
6.1 Oide Finslung Process 	 146K 30K 1OOK 175K 50K 501K 75 - 82 
TOTALS 	 4873K 917K" 9027K 1811K 1255K 11883K 
Figure IIt-I. 	 Transparent Oxides R&D Program Summary (Case A) 
(By Task & Cost Element) 
WD akCost Labor Mat
4 
.MtI. 
Cost 
ServicesCost Equip.Cost Facilities Cost 
Total 
Cost 
Time 
Period 
1.1 Program Management 162bK 1626K 75- 85 
2.1 System Engineeiing 1478K 1478K 75- 85 
3.1 Biusiness Operations 
4.1 Oxide Preparation Process 271K 23K 229K 81K 20K 624K 75 - 82 
4.1.1 
4.1.1.1 
Piocess Development 
PioJect Supervision 
63K 
57K 
10K 
-
194K 36K - 303K 
57K 
75- 82 
75- 82 * §' 
4.1.1.2 Evaluation of Candidate Mat'is. 6K 10K 194K 36K 246K 75-76 
4.1.2 Equipment Development 208K I1K 35K 45K 20K 321K 75 - 82 0 
5.1 Oxide Space Piocess 4456K 86,K 5594K 1555K 1185K 13654K 75 - 85 te 
5.1.1 
6.1.1.1 
Process Development 
Project Supervision 
3456K 
1011K 
764K 4594K 1170K 1135K 
-
1119K 
10I1K 
75 - 85 
75- 85 0 
5.1.1.2 Giound Lab Studies 1381K 13SK 034K 250K 50K 2450K 75 - 83 
5.1.1.2.1 Basic Phenomenology 58K 20K - 78K 75 - 76 
5.1.1. 2.2 hilt. Studies - Reaction to Gasses, etc. 8K 10K 10OK 50K - 176K 75-76 
5.1.1.2.3 
5.1.1.2.4 
Iit. Beating & Melting Studios 
Init. Studies - Levitation & Positioning 
18K 
31K 
10K 
5K 
200K 50K -
-
278K 
36K 
75 - 76 
75 - 76 O 
5.1.1.2.5 Eval. of Forming Techmques 18K 10K 216K 50K - 294K 75 - 76 
5.1.1.2.6 Proc. Equip. Des. Test & Qual. 1248K 100K 9OK 100K 50K 1588K 81- 83 
5.1.1.3 Sounding Rocket Experiments 344K 560K 275K 120K 35K 1343K 76 - 77 
6.1.1.3.1 nit. Studies - Levit. &Position (0-G) 260K 410K J41K OOK 25K 936K 76 - 77 
5.1.1.8.2 Selected Piocess Eval, (1-0) 84K 159K 134K 20K 10K 407K 77 
5.1 1.4 Shuttle Experiments 720K 60K 3685K 800K 1050K 6315K 79 -
5.1.1.4.1 Selected Process Eval. (0-0) 260K 20K 519K 100K 25K 924K 79- 81 
5.1.1 4.2 Eval. of Forming Techniques (0-G) 260K 20K 938K lOOK 25K 1343K 80 - 83 
5.1.1.4.3 Piocess Equip. Design Test & Qual. 10OK 10K 1114K 100K 500K 1824K 79-84 
5. 1.1.4.4 Prototype/Proof Test (0-0) 00K 10K 1114K 500K 500K 2224K 81 - 85 
5.1. 2 Equipment Development 1000K 100K 1000K 385K 50K 2535K 75- 82 
6. 1 Oxide Finishing Process 146K S0K lOOK 175K S0K 501K 75 - 82 
6.1 ,1 Piocess Development 146K 30K lOOK 175K 50K 501K 75- 82 
6.1,1.1 Project Supervsion 46K - 46K 75- 82 
6. 1, 1.2 Ground Lab Tests 10OK 30K 10K 175K 50K 455K 75 - 82 
TOTALS 4873K 917K 9027K 1811K 1255K 17883K 
SFigure
Co 
111-2. Transparent Oxides R&D Program (ncl. Space (Charges) (Case A) 
(By Task & Cost Element) (Upper Value Used Where Range Was Estimated) 
WBS Task Total 75 76 77 78 79 80 dl 82 83 84 85 
1.1 Progiam Management 1626K 16K I90K 151K 58K 66K 100K 268K 219K 182K LOOK 153K
 
2.1 System Elgineezling 1178K 12K 172K IIK 52K 60K 95K 243K 200K 165K 173K 140K
 
3.1 Business Opealtions
 
4.1 Oxide Preparation Process 621K 88K 228K 41K 44K 66K 66K 44K 44K
 
5.1 Oxide Space Process 13654K 306K 1,157K 1297K 425K 425K 735K 2438K 1958K 1666K 1661K 1286K
 
6.1 Oxide rlnlaldng Piocess 50K 22K 39K 55K 55K IIOK IOK 55K 55K
 
TOTALS 17883K 504K 2036K 1690K 635K 727K 1102K 3048K 2176K 2013K 2024K 1579K 
Figure 111-3. Transparent Oxides R&D Program Summary (Case A) (By Year) 
WBS Tank "oal 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 81 85 
1.1 Proglam Management 1626K 16k 190K 151K 5K 66K OOK 268K 219K 182K lOOK 153K 
2.1 System Engineering 1178K 12K 172K 110K 52K 60K 91K 213K 200K 165K 173K 140K 
3. Bilness Operations -
4.1 
4.1.1 
4.1 1.1 
Oxide Preparation Piocess 
Process Development 
Project SupOivsion 
621K 
303K 
57K 
88K 
88K 
8K 
228K 
187K 
21K 
IlK 
IK 
I K 
IlK 
IK 
K 
(K 
OK 
OK 
66K 
6K 
6K 
41K 
IK 
4K 
44K 
4K 
4K 
-
-
-
4.1.1.2 EvaluatIon of Candidate l,t'lb 216K 80K lOOK . . .... 
1.1.2 Equipment Developmnzt 321K -IK I0K 10K b0K 1,0K 1OK ,10K 
5.1 
5 1 1 
.1.1.1 
5.1 1.2 
Oxide Space Pocess 
Process Development 
PLoject bupervisiol 
Ground LabStudles 
13651K 
Ii IOK 
10I1K 
2150K 
J06K 
271K 
25K 
216K 
1157K 
1157K 
105K 
616K 
12')7K 
997K 
90K 
-
125K 
25K 
25K 
-
425K 
25K 
25K 
-
735K 
335K 
30K 
-
2438K 
2038K 
156K 
588K 
1958K 
1658K 
139K 
500K 
1666K 
1666K 
147K 
O00K 
1661K 
161K 
147K 
1286K 
1286K 
122K 
5 1.1.2.1 
5.1.1.2.2 
5. 1 1.2.3 
5.1.1.2.4 
Basic Plmenomenology 
[nit Studies - Reaction to Ga.scs, Otc 
hlt Deating & Mlting Studies 
Inlt Studics - Levitation & Positioning 
78K 
176K 
278K 
.36K 
J0K 
10K 
70K 
16K 
1SK 
126K 
208K 
20K 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
5.1.1.2.5 
5 1.1 2.6 
5 1.1.3 
5.1.1.3.1 
Eval. of ]oinbilg 'Teehniques 
Proc. Equip. Des Test & QuA. 
Sounding Rocket Expeilments 
tlit. Studies - Levlt & Position (0-0) 
294K 
1588K 
I3IK 
93iK 
90K 
-
-
201K 
-
1361( 
4JbK 
-
907K 
500K 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
588K 
-
500K 
-
O00K 
5 1.1.2.2 
5.1.1 4 
5.1 1 4 1 
5.1.1 '1.2 
5 3 1 1.3 
5.1 1.4.4 
5.1.2 
Selected Process Lvl. (I-G) 
Shuttle Ixptimonts 
Selected Piocess Lval O-G) 
Eval of rotmingTelmiqueb (O-G) 
Process Equip. Des 'lost & Qual. 
Prototyp/Pcoof Test (0-0) 
Equipment Development 
107K 
JI5K 
923K 
1313K 
18211 
2221K 
2535K 
-
-
-
-
-
-
35K 
-
-
-
-
-
-
3001K 
107 K 
-
-
-
-
-
300K 
-
-
-
-
-
-
400K 
-
-
-
-
-
-
OK 
-
305K 
305K 
100 
1291K 
619K 
305K 
210K 
I60K 
40OK 
10IOK 
-
519K 
200K 
200K 
300K 
1019K 
-
519K 
200K 
300K 
-
1514K 
-
1214K 
300K 
-
1164K 
1164K 
-
6.1 Oxide Finishing Process 501K 22K 11K 55k 55K I1OK IIOK 55K 55K - -
6.1.1 
6. 3. I1 
6.1.1 2 
P1OteSS Development 
Project Supaivislon 
Gound Lab Tests 
6011 
IbK 
155K 
22K 
2K 
20K 
39K 
'IN 
35K 
55K 
5K 
50K 
55K 
5K 
50K 
13l0K 
I OK 
1OOK 
110K 
10K 
lOOK 
5K 
5K 
50K 
55K 
SK 
50K - -
'IOlAIS 17883K 501K 208(6K I6o0K 631K 727K 1102K 3048K 2476K 20IJK 2024K 1579K 
Figure 111-4. Transparent Oxides R&D Program (Incl. Space Charges) (Case A) 
(By Task & Year) 
WB3S Task Total 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 
1.1 Progiam Management 818K 66K 100K 136K 136K 75K 182K 153K 
2 1 System Engineeling 771K 60K 91K 124K 124K 66K 166K 140K 
3.1 BusIness OjlciationS 
4.1 Oxide Piop Piocess 220K 66K 66K 14K 44K 
5 1 Ocide Space Piocess 7163K 425K 430K 1137K 1180K 1050K 1655K 1286K 
6.1 Oxide Finishing PiocLss 330K 110K 110K 55K 55K 
TOTALS 9332K 727K 797K 1196K 1539K 1191K 2003K 1579K 
Figure I1-5. Transparent Oxides R&D Program Summary (Case B) 
wiS Task Total 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 
1. 1 Program Management 818K - - - - 66K I00K 13OK 136K 75K 182K 153K 
2.1 System Engineering 771K - -0K OK 121K 121K 46K 166K 140K 
3.1 Business Opzations­
4.1 
4 1.] 
1 1.1.1 
O.ide PIepaiaMlen Procss 
Process Development 
Piojeet Supervision 
220K 
20K 
20K -
-
-
-K 
66K 
6K 
66K 
6K 
6K 
1I4K 
IK 
4K 
44K 
4K 
4K 
-
-
-
4.1.1.2 Evaluation of Candidate Matls .. .­
4.1 2 Equipment Development 200 - - 60K 60K 40K 40K 
5.1 
5.1.1 
5 1.1.1 
5.1.1.2 
Oxide Space Piocess 
Piocess Development 
Project Supeivlsion 
Ground Lab Studies 
71b3K 
5863K 
515K 
1100K 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
125K 
25K 
25K 
130K 
30K 
30K 
1137K 
737K 
57K 
300K 
1180K 
830K 
O0K 
300K 
1050K 
1050K 
50K 
500K 
1655K 
1655K 
141K 
1286K 
1286K 
122K 
5. 1 1.2. 1 Basic Pheolneology - - - - - - - - - -
5 1.1.2.2 Init. Studies - Reaction to Gasses, etc. - - - - - - - - - -
5. 1.1.2.3 Init. leating & Melting Studies - - - - - - - - - -
5.1.1.2.4 lnit. Studies - Levit & Positioning - - - - - - - - - -
5.1 1 2.5 
5.1. 1.2.0 
Eval. of Fo ning Techniques 
Piocess Equip Des. Ilest & Qthal. 
-
1100K 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
- -
OWN 
-
0300K 
-
500K 
5.1.1.3 
5.1.1.3.1 
Sounding Rocket Experlnnents 
Init. Studies - Levit & Posit, (0-G) 
5.1.1. J 2 
5.1. 1.4 
5.1 1.1. 1 
Selected Process Eval (1-G) 
Shuttle Experiments 
Selected Ploeess Eval (0-G) 
-
,08SK 
-
370K 500K 500K 1514K 1164K 
5 1 1.4.2 Eval. of Folming I echniques (0-0) -... 
5.1 1.4.3 
5 1.1.4.4 
5.1 2 
Pxocess Eiltdp. l)es Test &Qual. 
Ptototype/ProoC Test (0-G) 
Equipment Development 
1821K 
2221K 
500K - - - -
--
I00K 40DK 
210K 
00K 
400K 
200K 
300K 
300K 
200K 
300K 
-
1214K 
300K 
-
-
l164K 
-
6. 1 
6.1 1 
6.1.1 1 
6.1.1 2 
Oxide rlnislung Piocess 
Process Development 
Project Supervision 
Ground I A1 Studies 
330K 
330K 
30K 
100K 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
l-10K 
IIOK 
lK 
lOOK 
l10K 
lOK 
10K 
lOOK 
55K 
55K 
5K 
50K 
55K 
55K 
5K 
50K 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
'1OPAL 0332K - - - - 727K 797K 149bK 1539K 1191K 2003K 1579K 
Figure III-6. Transparent Oxides User R&D Program (Case B) 
(NASA Demonstrates Process Feasibility) 
Petted 
(Y I SkIle Ser'ce 	 FacilIieswas Took 	 Special Mateial Equipment 
I I fiorn eoiel 7582 	 Conventional.t N/A Conn el N/A Connuanton 
0 2 S snei Eneoem 7682 Coisenleno1 NIA Conniloa.l NIA 	 COlnanttnltl 
3 I 1 picalo.e 7582 	 Conventional M/A MrLk ourny,ceto/tdrs CIA Conntionad 
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Figure 11-7. Transparent Oxides Resource Needs Summary 
SECTION IV
 
CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
 
The data inputs and parameter values used in the Case A, (User bears full R&D costs), 
cash flow analysis are shown inFigure IV-i. The financial forecast for this case for 
the period 1975 - 1992 is presented in Figures IV-2A and 2B. A total market demand 
of 15, 000 units is assumed for all years and all cases analyzed. The unit price of 
$830 is used for all years in Cases A and B based on present-day high quality optical 
component costs. 
In Case B, Figure IV-3, the user-funded research and development program to estab­
lish a production capability after demonstration of process feasibility by NASA is 
estimated at about $9.3 million. The detailed cash flow of Case B is shown in 
Figure IV-4. 
Finally, for Case C we have explored some of the potential "what if's" that could be 
conceived as alternative scenarios. As shown in Figures IV-5 and IV-6, we have 
increased the market share to 50% from the 33% of earlier cases, and increased 
the unit price by 50% to $1245. Such changes are not outlandish. If the product 
achieves its full potential, Users will be able to acquire a unique capability for 
laboratory and specialized process applications, which may open the door to their 
new markets. 
During the Study, various sets of assumptions in terms of throughput and approach 
were tried in establishing the baseline process which produce a target segment at 
an acceptable umt price. 
Financial analysis was based on the estimation of the following 6 items over the 
period 1975 - 1992. 
IV-I 
Total-Market- world demand for very high quality transparent (to IR and UV optical 
devices of a nominal volume of 20 cm 3 . 
Market Share - percent of the total market to be satisfied-by the -producer, based on 
an estimated constant share of 33% (Case A and B) and 50% (Case C) over the forecast 
period. 
Unit Price - based on a unit price of $830 (related to the value of gallium arsemde) 
for Cases A and B, and elevated to $1245 per unit in Case C. The Case C price is 
a very high value which tests the venture for the situation where the transparent oxide 
optical device demonstrates a performance which is far superior to any existing 
devices. 
Unit Manufacturing Cost - based on an itemization of the process costs to produce 
transparent oxide optical devices, including space and ground processing, space 
service charges, and final device cutting and polishing, but excluding packaging and 
mounting into an optical assembly. 
Research and Development Cost - based on an estimate of the ground lab, sounding 
rocket and space Shuttle/Spacelab experiments required to achieve a prototype process 
capability, including the oxide preparation, space levitation and melt, and ground 
fimshmg processes. 
Annual Plant and Equipment - based on the added equipment and modifications to 
existing plant required. A ten-year straight-line depreciation was used for purposes 
of analysis. 
A simplified financial forecast routine was then used to determine the following business 
venture performance measures. 
IV-2 
Percent Return on Investment (ROI) - this is calculated as the annual net profit 
(after taxes and before payment of dividends) divided by net annual investment. 
The significance of the return on investment measure is that it indicates the yield 
to the business after all costs are deducted. It can be compared on an annual basis 
to the return which might be obtained from alternate investment of the same funds, 
including the option of putting the money in a bank savings account. The baseline 
(Case B) ROI obtained is 17% (1992), which is an acceptable indicator, disregarding 
the tmcertainty associated with this venture. Case C, with a higher unit price and 
greater market share, gives an ROI of 61% (1992), which is improbably high, but 
suggestive of the possibilities for good business performance, given the proper 
business framework. 
Percent Net Income To Sales (NI/S) - this is calculated as net profit (after taxes 
and before payment of dividends) divided by annual sales. The signfhcance of the 
net income to sales percent is that it indicates the yield relative to the amount of 
business (sales) being conducted, for comparison with what yield that type of business 
normally expects to achieve. The NI/S figure obtained for Case B is 13. 2%which 
compares well with the industry average of 7.2% (1973). The Case C NI/S is 27.4% 
(1992), an improbably high value, while the Case A NI/S is 2.4% (1992), an unac­
ceptably low value. 
Cumulative Cash Flow - this is the summation of the annual amounts of money which 
must be put into (or can be taken out of) the business over the forecast period. Annual 
cash flows are determined as the annual net income after taxes less the annual net 
change in investment. The summation of the annual cash flows over time Gives the 
cumulative cash flow. In general, the sooner that a business can generate positive 
cash flow (excess cash), the more attractive the venture. In the years when annual 
cash flow is positive, the blusiness is generating more cash than is needed to operate 
the business. At the time when cumulative cash flow turns positive, the business will 
have paid back all of the money put into the business up to that time (breakeven point). 
IV-3 
The cumulative cash flow for Case B turns positive at a point which is well beyond 
the end of the forecast period (1992), and like Case A has a breakeven period of 
greater than 20 years, a totally unacceptable performance. The Case C cumulative 
cash flow.turns positive in 1987, with a breakeven period of 9 years, which is on 
the fringe of acceptability, for ventures with otherwise good indicators. 
Present value - Present value is a measure of the worth today of funds expected to 
be paid out or received in the future, based on a chosen discount rate. The present 
value of the business is calculated by discounting the annual cash flows at a rate of 
10%. The net annual investment in the last year of the forecast period, which can 
be taken as a measure of the liquidation value of the business, vas included in the 
calculation. The present value indicated by Case B is (negative) $2. 9, a poor indi­
cator while the present value of Case C is (positive) $3. 1 million, a good indicator. 
The significance of the present value measure is that, at zero present value, a 
business man is indifferent (theoretically) as to whether he puts his money in the 
bank at interest (at the assumed discount rate) or into the business (disregarding 
business risk). For a positive present value, he would rather put his money into 
the business. 
Constants were established for calculation of costs other than those inputted, as 
shown in Figures IV-l, -3, and -5. Space charges based on the BUS Phase II 
model were included in the R&D and production costs. 
Changes in assumptions could be made to increase the attractiveness of this conceptual 
venture, such as the following: 
- increase unit price (Case C shows this effect) 
- decrease unit manufactunng cost 
- increase market size 
- increase market share 
IV-4 
INPUTS: 
 75 76 77 18 79 A0 81 
 82 83 84
 
T61AL MARKET (UNITS) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
 IbOOO. 15000. 15000.
MARKET SHARE (PCT) 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 
 0. 3. 10. 33.
UNIT PRICE D. 0. 3. 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 830. 830. 83O.
UNIT MANUFACTURING COST .00 .Do .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
 351.00 351.00 351.00
H AND U EXPENSE 504000. 2086000. 1690000. 
 634000, 727000. 
1102000. 3048000. 2476000. 2013000 P024000.
ANNUAL PLANT AND EQUIP. 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 0. 0. 2200000. 0. 500000. 0.
 
INPUTSI 85 86 87 88 g9 90 91 92 93 
 94
 
TOTAL MARKET (UNITS) 16000. 15000. 15000. 
 15000. 15000, 15000. 15000. 15000. 0.
MARKET SHARE (PCT) 33. 33. 33, 33. 33, 33. 
0.
 
33. 33. 0. 0.
 
UNIT PRICE 830. 830, R30, 830, 
 830. 830. 830. 830. 0.
UNIT MANUFACTURING COST 351.00 351.00 351100 351.00 361.00 anoo 
0.
 
351.00 3b1.00 .00 .00
R AND 0 EXPENSE 1579000. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
ANNUAL PLANT AND EQUIP. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
 0. 2700000. 0. 0. 0.
 
PARAMETRIC PERCENTAGES;

PARAMETER IDENTIFIER VALUE PARAMETER 
 IDENTIFIER VALUE
 
INTEREST RATE 
 P11 10.00 UNITS MANUFACTURED PrT. P21 120.00
AVERAGE INVENTORY PCT. 
 P23 40.00 ENGINEERING EYPENSE PCT. 
 P26 5.00
SELLING EXPENSE PCT. 
 P27 5.00 ADMINISTRATION EXPENSE PCT 
 P28 0.00
 
RECEIVABLES PCT, 
 P31 20.00 DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YRR) P35 10.00
 
OTHER INVESTrENT PCT. P38 5.00
 
PERCENTAGE OF BASELINE USED 
 ADD/SUB FROM bASFLINE INPUTS

INPUTS IDENTIFIER PCT IDENTIFIER 
 VALUE
 
TOTAL MARKET XI 100 Al 0.
 
MARKET SHARE 
 XP 100 A2 
 0.
 
UNIT PRICE 
 X3 100 
 A3 .00
UNIT MANUFACTURING COST 
 X4 100 A4 
 0.
 
R AND D EXPENSE 
 X5 100 AS 
 0.
 
ANNUAL PLANT AND EOUIP. X6 100 A6 O.
 
Figure IV-1. Transparent Oxides Case A Input Values 
75 76 77 78 
 79 80 81 82 93 84
 
IUTAL MAHCLI (UNITS) 0. 0. 6. 
 2. 0. 15000. 16000. 15000.
MARKET SHARE (PCI) .03 
 .0c .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.30 10.00 33.30
 
QNITb SOLO (UNITS) 0. J, 
 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 495. 1500. 4995.
 
UNIT PRICE 
 0. J. J. 0. 0, 0. 0. 830- 830. 830.
 
bALEb 0. .
 o. 0. a. 0. A. 410850. 1245000. 4145850.
 
OPERATING LXPENSLS 504000, 2086030, 1(50000. 634C00o. 27000. 
 1102000, 3268000. P956311. 3071820. 4920771.
 
GROSS PROFITS 
-504000. -208603. -1690000. -634C00, -727000, -1102000. -3268000. -2545461. -1826820, -774921.
 
ANNUAL INVESIMILNI 0, g. 
 0. 0. 0. 0- 1980000. 1863326. 2303110. 2762656.
 
CUMULATIVE GROSS PROFITS -504000, -2590030. -4?80000. -'914L00. .bb410C, -6744000, 10011000. 12556461. 14383281. 15158201.
 
bAbE FOR INTLRLST LXP. "04000. 2b90C0. 4P2000, 
 4914000. 5641000, 6743000, 11991000. 14419787. 16686391. 1792OR57.
 
INIEREST EXPENSE 50400, 59
 2 00,. 423000. 491400. b64100, 674300. 1199100 1441479. 1668639. 1792086.
 
INLOML ILFOHL FAXES -554400. -234500u,. .2118000. "Ii1400. .1291100. "1776300. "4467100. .398/439. -3495459. .2567006,
 
1AXES 
-266112. -1125600. -1116640, -540192. -61972. -852624, -2144208. -1913971. -1677820. -1232163.
 
9

,LT INCOME AF-TL TAXES -288288. -121 40u. -1101360, -58 208. -671372. -923676. -2322892. .2073468. -1817639. -1334843.

NLT CLHANGE IN INVEST. 0. U. a. O. a. 0' 19d0000. -116674. 439784. 459546.
 
ANNUAL CASH FLVN 
 -288288, -121940. -1101360. -585208. -671372. -923676, -4302892. -1956795. -2267422. .1794390.
 
CUMULATIVE CASH LJW -?8h288, -150768d. -2609044. 
-3194256. .38 562H. -4789304. -9092196.-11048991,'13306413-15100803.
 
(LIURN ON INVEbTMLET(PCT) .00 .- ,00 .00 .00 -117.32 
-48,32
 .00 -I11.28 -78.92 

NLr INCOME TO SALES (PCT) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 -504.68 -146.00 -32.20
 
U P L R A I 1 N G E X P E N S E 
UNIT MANUFACrURING COST 
 .00 .,o0 -0 .00 .00 .00 .00 3bi00 351.00 351.00
 
UNIT5 MANUfACTURED(UNITS) 0. U. 0, 0. 0. 0. 
 0. 594. 1800. 5994.
 
LOST OF GOODS MFG. 
 0. 0. 3. 0. 0. 0. 208494. 631800. 2103894.
 
AVLRAUg INVtTURY . CU 03 0.
0. 0. 
 0. 0. 41699 146360. 420779.
 
k AND 0 EXPENSE SJO000. 208660J. 14900G, 63400. 7P7000. 110000, 3048000, 2476000. 2013000. 2024000.
 
tNUINELRING EXPENSE 
 0, .j 0. 0. 0. 0' 0. 10425. 31590. 105195.
 
bLLING LXPENSE 0, 
 0* C* 62250.
. 0. 0. 0. 2054L. 20729?,
ADMINISTRATIbNI EXPENSES 0. u .. 0. a. 0. 0. 20849. 63180. 210389
 
UEPRECIAIION EXPLESES.. 0. 
 0. 0. 0. n. A. 220000. 220000. 270000. 270000.
 
lbOAL UPLRATIN EXPENSES S0000. 20862%. 1053003, 634C00. 727000. 1102000. 3268000- 2956311. 3071820. 4920771.
 
I N V E S I M E N T
 
.LCEIVAL5ES (AVG) C. , 
 .. A. 0. 0. 82170. 249000. 829170.
 
INVENTORIES (AVG) 3, u. 0. 0 0. 0. 
 0. 41699. 16360. 420779.
 
ANNUAL PLANT AND E0jaP. 0. v, 3. 0. 0. 0. 2200000. 0. 500000. 0.
 
CUMULATIVE PLANT . EjIP. 
 c. 0. 2230303. 2700000. 

ANNUAL DEPRLCIATI1N .
 
0. C 0. 0. 2200000 2700000.
 
., 1. 0. 0. 0. 220000. 220000. 270000. 270000. 
CUMULATIVE DPHLLIATItN C, y, . 0. 0. 0 220000, 440000. 710000. 980000 
NET PLANI + E.QjIP. 3. . . 0. 0. 0. 1980000. 1760000. 1990000. 1720000. 
3IHEN INVEbrLTL... 0. C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 20b42. 6?250. 207292.
 
NLI ANNUAL INVLSIVENT 0. 3,. 
 0. 0. 0' 1980000. 1863326. P303110. 2762656, 
PRESENT VALUE OF ANNJAL CAS FLOA -s;1175 
SASbU mL TAX LOSS IS 0.JLI(TFi AGAINoT fTrC, S,,31 LSS I\C E. 
.. ThIS ITE" IS A')RMALLY I\CLJDEO 1, dnRI 3 CVE4lEA3 ACCOJNTS. 
... INVLNTORY OE.iIVATIIN IS kl LY bIPLIFIC, 3 T APPQXIMATK9 ObE fJNPI lX M'ETWYA% 
I CLJ)L. NI.C, LIAIITIES SC, AS CC3TTS AYA3)E, LESVES, ,N0RY aEDIl5-ITEMS 
Figure IV-2A. Transparent Oxides Case A Cash Flow Analysis 
83 86 A7 B8 89 90 91 92 93 94
 
TOTAL MARKET (UNITS) 1b000. 15000. 15000. IbcoC, 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 0. 0.
 
MARKET SHARE (PCI) 33.30 33.40 33.30 33.30 33.10 33.30 33.30 33.30 .00 .00
 
UNITS SOLD (UNITS] 4995. 499 . 4995. 4Q99. 4995. 4995. 4999. 4995. 0. 0.
 
UNIT PRICE 83J, 83u. 830. P30. 830. 830* 833. 830, 0. 0.
 
SALES 41b860. 414585J, 414584o. 4145850. 4145R60. 4145850, 4145850. 4145850. 0. 0.
 
UPERATING LXPENSLS 4475771. 2896771. 2896771. 2896771. 2896771. 2896771. 2946771. 2946771, 0. 0.
 
URUSh PROFITS -329921, 1249079. 1249079. 1249C79. 1249079. 1249079. 1199079. 1199079. 0. 0.
 
ANNUAL INVESIMLNI 2492656 222269 . 19526b6. 1682656. 1412656 1142656. 3522656. 3202656. 0. 0.
 
CUMULATIVE GROSS PROFITS 15488122. 14239048. 12989963. 11740884. 10491804. -9242725. -8043645. -6844566, 0. 0.
 
UASE FOR INTERLST EXP. 17980778. 10461699. 14942619. 13423540. 11904460. 10385381. 11566302. 10047222. 0. 0.
 
INTEREST EXPENSE 1798078. 1646170. 1494262. 134?354. 1190446. 1638538, 1156630. 1004722. 0. 0.
 
INCOME BEFORE TAXES -2121998. -197090. -245183, -93275 58633. 210541. 42449, 194357, 0. 0.
 
1AXES -1021439. -19060a. -117686,. -44772. 28144. 101060. 20376. 93291. 0. 0.
 
NET INCOME AFTLR TAXES -1106559. -206487. -127495, -48503. 30489. 109481. 22074. 101066. 0. 0,
 
NET CHANbE IN INVEST. -270000. -270000. -P70000. -210C00 -270000. -270000. 2380000. -320000, 0. 0,
 
ANNUAL CASH FLOW 836559, 63513. 142505. 221497. 300489. 379481. -2357926. 421066. 0. 0.
 
LUMULATIVE CASH FLOW -15937362. -1a873849. -15731344. -15509847. -15209357.-148?9876. -17187802. -16766737. 0. 0.
 
RETURN ON INVSbTMENT(PCT) -44.J9 -9.29 -6.53 -2.88 2,16 9.56 .63 3.16 .00 .00
 
NET INCOME TO SALES (PCT) -26,9 -4.98 -3-08 -1.17 .74 2.64 .53 2.44 .00 .00
 
U P L R A T I N G E X P E N b E
 
UNIT MANUFACTURING COST 351.00 351.00 351.00 351,.00 351'00 351,00 351.00 351*00 .00 .00
 
UNITS MANUFACTURED(UNITS) 5994. b994. b994, 5994. 5994. 5994. 5994. 5994. 0. 0.
 
COST OF GOODS MFG. 2103894. 2103894. 2103894. 2103894. 2103894. 2103894. 2103894. 2103894. 0. 0.
 
AVERAGE IVNTORY.. 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779. 0. 0.
 
8 AND 0 EXPENSE 1579000, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
tNGINEERI4G EXPENSE 105195, 10519n. 125195. 105195. 105195. 105195. 105195. 105195. 0. 0,

SELLING EXPENSE 201292. 207292. 207292. 207292. 20729?. 207292. 207292. 207292. 0. 0.
 
ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES 210389. 2103A9. ?10389. 210389. 210389, 210389, 210389. 210389. 0. 0.
 
L)EPRLCIAIION EXPENSES., 270000, 270000. 270000. 270CO0. 270000. 270000. 320000. 320000. 0. 0
 
TOTAL OPERATINO EXPENSES 4475771. 2896771. 2896771. 2896771, 2896771. 2896771. 2946771. 2946771. 0. 0,
 
I N V E S T M E N T
 
RECEIVABLES (AVG) 829170. 829170. 829173. 829170. 829170. 829170. 829170. 829170. 0. 0.
 
INVENTORIES (AVs) 420779, 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779, 420779. 420779. 420779. 0. 0.
 
ANNUAL PLANT AND ErjUIP. 0. U. J. 0. 0. 0. 2700000. 0. 0. 0. 
LUMULATIVE PLANT EOUIP. 2700000. 2700000. 2700000. 2700000, 2700000. 270000G. 5400000. 5400000. 0. 0.
 
ANNUAL VEPHECIATION 270000. 27000U ?70000. 270000. 270000. 270000. 320000. 320000. 0. 0.
 
CUMULATIVE DEPRECIATION 125000. 1520010- 1790000. 2060COO. 2330000, 2600000. 2920000. 324O000. 0. 0. 
NHL PLANT . EQUIP. 1450000. 1180030. 010000. 640000, 370000. 10CO00 2480000. 2160000. 0. 0. ­
dIHLR INVESTMENT*... 207292. 207P92. 207292. 207292. 207292. 207292, 207292. 207292. 0. 0. 
NL ANNUAL INVESTMENT 24D2656 22 265. 195266, 168?656. 1412656. 1142696. 3522656, 3202656. 0. 0, 
rRESLNT VALUL OF ANNUAL LAbH FL.4 -884P875. 
ASISE TAX LOSS IS CE0ITDED A(GAIiST 9THE IUSINESS I'JC9t1E.
 
* THIS ITEM IS NORMALLY INCLJDLD IN VARI0J 9VERNEAD ACCOJNTS.
 
* INVENTORY ULNIVATIqN IS HIGHLY bIMPLIFIeD, F3jT APPROXIATIS MORE COMPI EX METHBOS 
.... INCLUDES MISC. LIABILITIES SOn AS ACUJJNTS PAYAr3tE* RESERVES, bjNDRY rREDITOR ITEMS 
Figure IV-2B. Transparent Oxides Case A Cash Flow Analysis 
INPUTSI 75 76 77 78 79 Ao 81 82 83 84
 
TOTAL MARKET (UNITS) 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 15000. 15000 15000.
 
MARKET SHARE (PCT) 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3 10. 33.
 
UNIT PRICE 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 830. 830. 830.
 
UNIT MANUFACTURING COST .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 351.00 351.00 3b1.00
 
H AND U EXPENSE 0. 0. 0. 0. 727000. 797000. 1496000 1539000. 1191000. p003000.

ANNUAL PLANT AND EQUIP. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2200000. 0. 500000 0.
 
INPUTS; 8b 86 87 88 89 )0 91 92 93 94
 
TOTAL MARKLT (UNITS) 15000 15000. 15000. 1000, 15000, 15000. 15000. 15000. 0. 0.
 
MARKET SHARE (PCT) 33. 33. 33, 33. 33. 33. 33. 33. 0. 0.
 
UNIT PRILE 830. 830, 830, 830, 830. 830. 830, 830. 0. 0.
 
UNIT MANUFACTURING C-JST 3b1.00 351.00 351.00 351.00 351.00 l5i.00 351.00 351.00 .00 .00
 
R AND D EXPENSE 1579000. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
ANNUAL PLANT AND EQUIP, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2700000. 0. 0. 0,
 
PARAMETRIC PERCENTAGFS:
 
PARAMETER IDENTIFIER VALUE PARAMETFR IDENTIFIER VALUE
 
INTEREST RATE PIT 10.00 UNITS MANUFACTURFO PCT. P21 120.00
 
AVERAGE INVENTORY PCT. P23 20.00 ENGINEERING EXPENSE PCT. P26 5.00
 
SELLING EXPENSE PCT. P27 5.00 ADMINISTRATIOM FxPEN;SE PCT P28 10.00
 
HECEIVABLEb PCT. P31 20-00 DEPRECIATION PERI3D(YRI) P35 10,00
 
OTHER INVESIMENT PCT- P33 5.00
 
PERCENTAGE OF BASELINE USED ADO/SJB FROM BASFLINE TNPJTS
 
INPUTS IDENTIFIER PET IDINTIFPER VAIUE
 
TOTAL MARKET xl 100 At 0.
 
MARKET SHARE X2 100 A2 0.
 
UNIT PRICE X3 100 A3 .00
 
UNIT MANUFACTURING CbST X4 100 A4 0.
 
R AND U EXPENSE X5 130 A5 0.
 
ANNUAL PLANT AND EQUIP- x6 100 A6 0.
 
Figure IV-3. Transparent Oxides Case B Input Values 
75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84
 
TOTAL MARKET (UNITS) 0. ). 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 15000. 15000. 16000.
 
MARKLT SHARE (PCT) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.30 10.00 33.30
 
UNITS SOLD (UNITS) 	 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 495. 1500. 4995.
 
UNIT 	PRICE 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 830. 830 83a.
 
SALES 	 0. J. O. a. 0. 0. 0. 410850. 1245000- 4145850
 
OPERATING EXPENSES 	 0. U. 0, 0. 727000. 797000. 1716000. 2019311. 2249820. 4899771.
 
bROSS PROFITS 	 0. J. 0. 0, -727000. -797000 -1716000. .1608461. -100482O. -753921.
 
ANNUAL INVeSTMENT 	 0. ,. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1980000. 1863326. P303110, 2762656. 
CUMULATIVE GROSS PROFITS 0, . 0. 0. -7P7000. -1524000. -3240000. .4848461. .5853281. .6607201.
 
BASE 	FOR INTeReST EXP. 0. 0, 0, 0. 727000. 1524000. 5220000. 6711787. 8156391. 9369A57.
 
INTEREST EXPENSE 	 0. U. 0. 0. 72700. 152400. 522000. 671179. $15639, 936986.
 
INCOME BEFORE TAXES 0. 0. 0. 0. -799700 -949400. -2238000. -2279639. .1820459, .1690906.
 
IAXES 	 0. 0. 0, 0. -383856. -455712. -1074240. -1094227. -873820, .811636.
 
NET INCOME AFTER TAXES 0. . 0. 0. -415R44. -493688. .1163760. -1185412. -946639, .879271.
 
NET LHANGE IN INVEST. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1980000. -116674. 439784. 459546.
 
ANNUAL CASH FLUW 	 0. 0, 0. 0. -415844. -493688. -3143760, -1068739, .1386422, .1338818.
 
CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW 0, 0, 0. 0. -415844. -909532. .4053292. -5122031. -6508453, .7847271.
 
HETUHN ON INVESTMENT(PCT) .00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 -58.78 -63.62 -41.10 -31.83
 
NET INCOME TO SALES (PCT) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 -288,53 -76o04 -21.21
 
0 P6 R A T I N G E X P E NS L
 
UNIT MANUFACTURING COST .00 .0O .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 351.00 351.00 351.00
 
UNITS MANUFACTUREO(UNITS) 0. U. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 594. 1800, 5994.
 
COST OF GOODS MF. 0, 0, 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 208494. 631800. 2103894.
 
AVERAGE INVENTORY*.* 0. d. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 41699, 126360. 420779.
 
N AND D EXPENSE 0, 0. 0, 0, 7P7000. 797000. 1496000. 153900. 1191000. 2003000.
 
ENGINEERING LXPENSE J. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 10425. 31590. 105195.
 
bLLLING EXPENSE 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 20542. 62250. 207292.
 
ADMINISTUATION EXPENSES G, U. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 20849. 63180. 210389.
 
UEPRECIATION EXPENSES- 0, U. 0. 0. 0. 0. 220000. 220000. 270000. £70000.
 
rOTAL OPERATING LXPENSES 0. 0, 0. 0. 7P7000. 797000. 1716000. 2019311. 2249820. 4899771.
 
I NV L S T M E N T
 
RECEIVAULES (AVG) 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0' 0. 82170. 249000. 829170.
 
INVENTORIES (AVG) 0. 0, 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 41699. 126360. 420779.
 
ANNUAL PLANT AND EQUIP. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0, 2200000. 0. 500000. 0.
 
LUMULATIVE PLANT + EQUIP, 0. 0' 0. 0. 3. 0. 2OO000 2200000. 2700000. 2700000. 
ANNUAL DEPRECIATION U. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0 2 0000. 220000. 270000. 270000. 
CUMULATIVE DEPRECIATION 0. J. . 30 0. 0' 220000. 440000. 710000 980000. 
NET PLANT + EQUIP. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1980000. 1760000. 1990000. 1720000. 
OTHER INVESTMENT.... 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 20542. 62250. 207292. 
NET ANNUAL INVESIPENT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, o. 1980000. 1863326. 2303110O. 2762656.
 
PRESLNT VALUE UF ANNUAL CASH FlOw -4939047.
 
ASSUME TAX LUSS IS CREDITED AGAINST STHE1 BUSI\ESS INCOME.
 
* THIS ITEM IS NORMALLY INCLUDED IN VARIOJU OVE4HEA0 ACCOONTS. 
.. 	 INVENTORY DERIVATION IS HIGHLY SIPLIFID, dT APPROXIMATtS MORE rUMPIEX METHODS 
INCLUDES MISC, LIABILITiES SUCH AS ACCOUNTS PAYA6LEb RFSFRVES, SUNORY CREDITO ITEMS 
Figure TV-4A. Transparent Oxides Case B Cash flow Analysis 
ic 85 86 A7 88 89 90 91 92 93 94
 
H 10TAL MARKET (UNITS) 15000, 15000. 15000. l5rCO. 15006. 15000. 15000. 15000. 0, 0. 
D MARKET SHARE (PCT) 33,30 33.30 33.30 33.30 33.30 33.30 33.30 33.30 .00 .00 
UNITS SOLD (UNITS) 499b. 4996, 4995. 4995. 4995. 4995. 4995. 4996. 0. 0.
 
UNIT PRICE 830. 830. 830. 830, 830. 830, 830. 830. 0. 0.
 
SALES 414b850. 4145850. .145850. 4146850. 4145850. 414b850, 4145850. 4145850. 0. 0.
 
UPERATINS EXPENSES 447b771, 2896771. 2896771. 2896771. 2896771. 2896771. 2946771. 2946771. 0. 0.
 
UXUSb PROFITS -329921, 1249079. 1?49079, 1249079. 1249079. 1249079. 1199079. 1199079. '0. 0.
 
ANNUAL INVESrMLNI 2492656, 222266. 19b2656. 1682656. 1412656. 114 656. 3522656. 3202656. 0. 0.
 
CUMULATIVE UROSS PROFITS -6937122. -5688042, -4438963. -3189884. -1940804. -691725. 507355. 1706434. 0. 0.
 
dAbE FOR INTLRESIEXP. 9429778, 7910699. 6191619. 4872540, 3353460. 1834381. 3015302. 1496222. 0. 0.
 
INTEREST EXPENSE 94d978. 791070. 639162. 487254. 335346. 183438, 301530. 149622. 0. 0.
 
INCOME BEFORE TAXES -1?72898. 45801u, b09917, 761826. 913733. 1065641. 897549. 1049457. 0. 0.
 
fAXES -610991. 219845. 292760o 365676. 43859P. 511508. 430824. 503739. 0. 0.
 
NEr INCOME AFTER TAXES -661907. 23816b. 317157. 396149. 475141. 554133. 466726. 545718. 0. 0.
 
NET CHANUE IN INVEST. -270000. -2700O00 -P70000. -27°000 -270O. -270000. 2380000. -320000. 0. 0.
 
ANNUAL CASH FLUW -391907, 508165. 587157, 666149. 745141. 824133, -1913274. 865718. 0. 0.
 
CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW -8239178, -7731013. -7143856. -6477707. -5732565. -490b432, -6821706. -5955989. 0. 0.
 
RETURN ON INVESTE>NT(PCT) -26.b5 10.72 16,24 ?3.54 33.63 48.50 13.25 17.04 .00 .00
 
NET INCOME TO SALES (PCT) -1597 5.74 7.65 9.56 11,46 13.37 11.26 13.16 .00 -00 
U P E R A T I N G E X P E N S E
 
UNIT MANUFAClURINb COST 351.00 351.00 361.00 311.00 351,00 351.00 351.00 351.00 .00 .00
 
UNITS MANUFALTURED(UNITS) 5994, 5994. 5994. ,994, 5994. 5994. 5994. 5994. 0. 0.
 
COST OF 00DS MFb. 2103894, 2103894. 2103894. 2103894. 2103894. 2103894. 2103894. 2103894. 0. 0.
 
AVERAGE INVENTORY..* 420779, 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779. 0. 0.
 
H AND 0 EXPENSE 1579000. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
LNUINEERINU EXPENSE 105195, 10519b. 105195. 105195. 105199. 1obl9s. 105195. 105196. 0. 0.
 
SELLING EXPENSE 201292. 207292, 207292. 207292. 20729P, 20729?. 207292. 207292. 0. 0.
 
ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES 210389, 210389. 210389. 210389. 210389. 210389. 210389. 210389. 0. 0.
 
ULPRECIATION EXPENSES.- 270000. 270010. P70000. 270C00. 270000. 270000. 320000. 320000. 0. 0.
 
IUIAL OPERATINb EXPENSES 4475771. 2896771. 2896771. 2896771. 2896771. 2896771. 2946771. 2946771. 0. 0.
 
INVESTMENT
 
RNLEIVAbLES (AVG) 829170, 829170. A29170. 829170. 829170. 829170. 829170. 829170. 0. 0'
 
INVENTORIES (AVG) 420779, 420779. 20779, 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779. 420779. 0. O,
 
ANNUAL PLANT AND EQUIP. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 2700000, 0. 0. 0.
 
CUMULATIVE PLANT 4 EQUIP- 2700000. 2700000. ?700000. 270COOO. 2700000. 2700300. 5400300. 6400000. 0. 0. 
ANNUAL DEPRELIATION 270000. 270000. ?70000. 270000. 270000, 270000. 320000. 320000. 0. 0.
 
CUMULATIVE OEPRECIATION 1250000. 1790000, 060C00. 2600000 3240000. 0. 0.
1520000. 0 2330000, 2920000. 

NET PLANI + EQUIP- 1u50000. 1180000. R10000. 640CO, 370000. 100000, 2480000. 2160000. 0. 0.
 
OTHER INVESTMENTT* 207292. 207P92, 207292. 207P92. 207292. 201292. 207292. 207292. 0. 0.
 
NI ANNUAL INVESIMENT 24 e656. 2222650, 1952656. 1682666. 1412656, 1142656' 3622656. 3202656, 0. 0.
 
PRESENT VALUE UF ANNUAL LASH FLUN -2)39047.
 
* ASSUMLE TAX LOSS IS CREDITEJ AGAINST UTHER 1,U9INESS INCOME.
 
'' THIS ITEM IS NORMALLY INCLUDED IN VARIOJb 9VLRHEAD ACCOUJNTS.
 
INVENTORY DERIVAT'N IS HIGHLY SIMPLIFILD, BUT APPROXIMATES MORE rOMPLEX METHODS
 
.... INCLUDES MISC. LIABILITIES SUC., AS ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, RESEFVES. SUNDRY CREDITUR ITEMS
 
Figure IV-4B. Transparent Oxides Case B Cash Flow Analysis 
INPUTSI 7b 76 77 7i 79 A0 81 82 83 84
 
TOTAL MARKET (UNITS) 0. c. J. G., 0. 0. 15000. 15000" 15000. 
MARKET SHARE (PCT 0. C. 0, 0. . 0. 0. S. 15. 50. 
UNIT PRICE 0. 0. 0. -, 0. 0. 0. 1245. 1245- 1P45. 
UNIT PA4UFACTURING CfIST .00 - .0, .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 351.00 351.00 351.00 
R AND 0 EXPENSE 0. 0. 0. 0. 727000. 797060. 1496000. 1539000. 1191000. P003000. 
ANNUAL PLANT AND EruIP. 0' C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2230000. 0. 500000. 0. 
INPUTS: 85 86 883 R9 g0 91 92 93 94
 
TOTAL MARKET (UNITS) 16000. 15000, 15300, 15o00, I000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 0. 0.
 
MARKET SHARE (PCT) 50. 50 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 0. 0.
 
UNIT PRICE 1245. 1245. 124'. 1 4b. I45. 1P45. 1246. 1P4. 0. 0.
 
UNIT MANUFACTURING COST 351.00 351.01, 351.03 351.00 3oUO 351.00 351.00 351.00 .00 .00
 
R AND U EXPENSE 1579000. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. D.
 
ANNUAL PLANT AND EQuIP. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 2700C00. 0. 0. 0.
 
PARAMETRIC PERCENTAGES; 
PARAMETER IDENTIFIER VALJE 'ARA1ErI P IDENTIFIER VALUE 
INTEREST RATE PT1 1'J00 JNITS MAKJFACTURFO PrT. P21 120.00 
AVERAGE INVENTORY PCT. Pa3 e.00 FNGINEERING EXPLNSE PCT. , P26 5.00
 
$ELLING EXPENSE PCT. P41 J00 A0MINIST'.ATION LXPF%SE PCT P28 O.00
 
RECEIVABLES PCT. P31 t2,00O EPQECIATIe% PrqH)D(YRS) P35 10.00
 
OTHER INVESTMENT PCT, P38 b.00
 
PERCENTAGE bF BASELINE ubL0 A)D/$J F49r -ASFLINE INPUTS 
INPuTb IOEIIFIER PET I(ifTIFIEg VAIUE
 
TBTAL MARKET Xl 100 Al 0.
 
MARKET SHARE XF 100 A? 0.
 
UNIT PRICE X3 100 A3 .O
 
UNIT MANUFACTURI4G CLbT A4 100 A4 0.
 
H AND D EXPENSE Xk 130 4b 0. 
ANNUAL PLANT AND E'uIP. A6 10 AA 0. 
Figure IV-5. Transparent Oxides Case C Input Values 
75 76 77 78 79 80 8 82 R3 84
 
TOTAL MARKET (UNITS) 0. 0. 0. 0O 
 0. 0. 0. 15000. ±50o0. 15000.
 
MARKET SHARE (PCT) .00 
 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 000 5.00 15.00 50.00
UNITS SOLD (UNITS) 01 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 0. 0. 750. 2250 7500.
UNIT PRICE 
 0. U. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1245. V245. 1245.
SALES 
 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 933750. 2801250. 93375009
OPERATING EXPENSES 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 727000. 797000. 1716000. 2168972. 2690917. 6372728,
GROSS PROFITS 0. 0. 0. 0. 
 -727000, -797000. -1716000. -1235222. 110333. 2964775.
ANNUAL INVESTMENT 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 0. 0 1980000. 1963242. 2599727 3752425,

CUMULATIVE GROSS PROFITS 
 0. 0. 0. 0- -727000. -1524000. -3240000. .4475222. 4#364890. -1400115,
bAbE FOR INTEREST EXP. 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 727000. 1524000. 5220000. 6438465* 6964617 5152540
 
INTEREST EXPENSE 0. 
 0. 0. 0. 72700. 152400. 522000. 643846, 696462. 516254.
INCOME BEFORE TAXES 
 0. 0. 0. a. -799700o -949400. -2238000. .1879069o -586129. 2449521.

rAXES 0. 
 0. 0. 0. .383856. -455712. -1074240. .901953. .281342, 1175770.

NET INCOME AFTER TAXES 0. 0. 0. 
 0. -415844. .493688. -1163760. -977116: .30478? 1273751.
NET CHANbE IN INVEST. 
 0. D. 0. 0. n. 0. 19800on .16758. 634485. 1152697.
ANNUAL CASH FLOW 0. 0. 0. 
 0. -415844. -493688. -3143760. -960358. -941272. 121053
 
CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW 0. 0. 
 0. 0. -415844. -909532. -4053292. .5013650 -5954923. -5833869.

RETURN ON INVE"TMENTIPCT) D0o .00 .00 
 .00 .00 .00 -58.78 -49.77 -11i.72 33.94

NET INCOME TO SALES (PCT) .00 .00 .00 .00 
 .00 .00 .00 -104.64 -1o88 l3a.4
 
O P f R A T I N G EXPENSE
 
UNIT MANUFACTURING COST .00 .o ,00 
 00 .00 .00 00 351.00 351.00 31,D
UNITS MANUFALTURED(UNITS) 0, 0. 
 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 900. 2700. 9000.
COST OF GOODS MFG- C. U, 
 0. 0. 0. 0s 0. 315900. 947700. 3159000. 
AVERAGE INVENTORYn*4 0. 0. 0e 
 0. 0. 0. 0. 63180. 189540. 631800.
 
N AND D EXPENSE 0. 0. 0. 
 0. 727000. 797000. 1496000. 1539000. 11910o. 2003000.
ENGINEERING EXPENSE 
 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 15795. 47385. 157950.
SELLING EXPENSE 0. a. 0. .
 a. 0. 0. 46687. 146062. 466875.
ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 0. 0. O 31590 94770. 315900.
DEPRECIATION EXPENSES*. 0. 
 0, 0. 0, 0. 0. 220000. 220000. 270000. 270000.
TOTAL OPERATINb EXPENSES 
 0. 0. 0. 0, 727000. 797000, 1716000. 2168972. 2690917. 6372725
 
39 1 N V E 5 T M E 4 T
 
W RECEIVABLES (AVG) Q. U. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 186750. 560250. 1867800.
 
INVENTORIES (AVG) 0. 0. 
 O. a. o. D. 0. 63i80. 189540. 631A0O.
 
ANNUAL PLANT AND EQUIP. 
 0. U. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2200000. 0. 500000. 0.

CUMULATIVE PLANT + EQUIP. 0. 
 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2200000o 2200000. 2700000. 2700000.
 
ANNUAL DLPRECIATION 0, U. 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 220000. 220000. 270000. 270000.
 
- CUMULATIVE DEPRECIATION 0. U. 0. 0. 0. 0. 220000. 440000. 710000. 980000O NET PLANT + EQUIP. 0. a. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1980000. 1760000. 1990000. 1720000*
OTHER INVESTMENT**. 0. 
 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 46687. '140062. 466876.
o,- NET ANNUAL INVESTMENT 0. 0. 0. 
 0. 0. 0. 1980000. 1963242, 2599727. 375425.
 
PRESENT VALUE OF ANNUAL CASH FLOW 
 3115132.
 
ASSUME TAX LOSS IS CREDITED AGAINST OTHER BUSINESS INCOME.
 
* THIS ITEM IS NORMALLY INCLUDED IN VARIOUS OVERHEAD ACCOUNTS.
 
*'. INVENTORY DERIVATION Ib HIbHLY SIMPLIFIED, BUT APPROXIMATES MORE rOMPIEx METHODS
 
**t INCLUDES MISC. LIABILITIES SUCH AS ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, RESERVES, SUNDRY CREDITOR ITEMS
 
Figure IV-GA. Transparent Oxides Case C Cash Flow Analysis 
^,, / A4 90 91 9P 93 94 
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The high uncertainity involved in all of the estimates used for tins venture means 
that there is a wide range of possibilities for all values assumed. And, as the 
Case A, B, and C results show, the overall assessment of the venture can swing 
from negative to positive as these assumptions are changed. Therefore, tins 
analysis should be taken only as a frame work for further study of what factors 
to concentrate on in order to increase confidence in results to the point at which 
a businessman could make a decision. 
Figure IV-7 plots the key financial measures for Transparent Oxides. 
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Figure IV-7. Transparent Oxides Cash Flow 
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SECTION V 
MARKET ANALYSIS 
V. I INTRODUCTION 
The market addressed is that for individual optical elements which would be installed 
in equipment operating in the infrared and ultraviolet portions of the spectrum. The 
elements would be formed of alumna, yttria, zirconia, etc. and would have a size, 
strength, and transparency superior to other available glasses. The selling price 
could thus be high enough to cover the costs of the space processing necessary to achieve 
those properties. 
The concept for the business which would approach this market of interest is described 
in the following paragraphs. 
V. 1. 1 ORGANIZATION 
The business is established as a product line under a product manager in the house 
of an existing manufacturer of high quality optical goods, which has the support of an 
optical research laboratory. The roughly 5, 000 fimshed optical elements which are 
produced each year are marketed (either as separate elements or as a part of higher 
level optical assemblies or equipments) via the existing sales and distribution channels 
of the manufacturer. 
V. 1.2 FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
The business obtains the transparent oxide raw materials and prepares the oxide charges 
for space charges in existing, modified facilities. Two space processing facilities 
(levitation and melt) are built, one for operations and one as back up. Each facility is 
capable of lewtating and melting and supercooling oxide charges of nominally 8 cm 
diameter at a rate of up to 80 charge cycles per day (24 hours per day operation). 
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Annual production is 720 space-processed spheres, which are cut into about 5000
 
optical devices (Case A and B sales).
 
Production output is easily increased by increasing the number of days of facility opera­
tion in space. The oxide charges are transported to and from the space facility in a 
cartridge or magazine which provides for automated charge input and output from the 
levitation/melt facility. After return to the ground facility, the spheres are cut and 
polished into specific optical shapes to meet customer needs. Device sizes are limited 
by the initial charge diameter (8 cm). 
V. 1.3 INITIAL R&D 
To reach production status, the business has incurred a significant expense in research 
and development of the space equipment and process required for oxide melt and 
amorphous solidification. This expense is in addition to government funding of programs 
to demonstrate basic process feasibility (Case B). This initial R&D expense is esti­
mated (Cases B and C) at $9.3 million, spread over 7 years. 
V.1.4 CONTINUING R&D (ENGIXEERIING DEVELOPMENT/ADVANCED ENGhNEERING) 
The business maintains a continuing R&D program for product improvement and facility 
development of 5% of sales, to assure a competitive product. 
V. 1. 5 SPACE SHUTTLE SERVICES 
Arrangements have been made with NASA for shuttle services for up-transport, on­
orbit support, and down-transport of its oxide facility and charge magazines. On-orbit 
operating time is nominally 9 days, once per year, although success of the product 
could lead to greater space activity. The procedures for using shuttle services were 
established during the initial R&D phase, and service charges, legal considerations, 
schedules, etc. have been agreed to and documented. 
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V. 1.6 INVENTORIES AND RECEIVABLES 
The business produces relatively few product types in small quantities to order and 
limits its net inventory to 20% of sales. Receivables are assumed to be 20% of sales. 
V. 2 PRODUCT BENEFITS 
The forms of alumina, zirconia, and yttria, as produced via containerless melting, are 
hoped to provide features which cannot be obtained in existing ground processes. 
Alumina glass, for example, may prove to be transparent to infrared wave lengths above 
5 microns where silica glass becomes opaque. The high powered CO2 lasers require 
infrared optics which possess high strength, high degree of perfection, and large size, 
all characteristics of the transparent oxides. The same characteristics would also 
apply to radiography and thermography. The range of potential benefits may become 
much broader when, and, if other materials (e. g. borides, mtrides, amorphous forms 
of metals, etc.) become amenable to the rn-space containerless melting process. In 
this case, the market used in the cash flow analysis may prove to be very conservative. 
V. 3 COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS AND COMPETITORS 
If the transparent oxide devices exhibit exceptionally low losses and are mechanically 
sturdy, they will be most attractive products. If, in addition, they could be made 
available in large diameters (8 to 10 cm or more), they would be still more attractive 
in the market place. Competing products would include the present day or improved 
germanium and gallium arsenide .devices which sell at a significantly lower price. The 
oxide devices competitive features would be superior transparency, thermal, chemical 
and mechanical stability, with an acceptable premium price. Given a successful product, 
the competitor is another company who has developed a similar contarnerless process 
and obtained a shuttle service arrangement. 
V.4 POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES 
The most serious alternative to the space-processed transparent oxide device, apart 
from the competing devices mentioned in paragraph V. 3, would be the identical device 
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manufactured on the ground. This would presume that ground based levitation and
 
melt techniques m one gravity could achieve the same product quality and thus avoid
 
incurring the space-processing expense. The capability for achieving this end in the
 
terrestrial environment is presently unknown.
 
V. 5 POTENTIAL BUYERS-

The potential buyers of space-processed transparent oxide products include manufac­
tures of optical components such as lenses and windows, who would buy the space
 
produced boules. Buyers of components made from the boules include optical instru­
ment makers, analytical instrument makers and the military. In the first category,
 
Corning could be a logical buyer, while Itek and Perkin-Elmer could fit the other two
 
categories.
 
V.6 iMARKET FOERCASTMG-
The market forecast is very rough due to the lack o± a basis tor estimating this de­
mand. The product is a very high quality transparent oxide optical device of 20 cm 3 and 
undefined shape (as cut from an 8 cm diameter sphere) with applications in the infrared 
and far ultraviolet spectrum. 
The sales of optical instruments and lenses in the U.S. in 1975 is projected at $800M, 
with an annual growth rate of 11%. (U.S. Industrial Outlook 1975, U.S. Dept. of Com­
merce.) Extending the 1975 forecast to 1983 gives a 1983 sales of $1843M. Assume 
that 10% of this total market is capturable by transparent oxides and that 20% of that 
fraction is applicable to high value infrared and far ultraviolet products, giving a market 
of '($1843M x. 10 x .20) = $36. 9 Million per year. For lack of a better basis, assume 
that the demand continues flat through 1992. 
To determine the demand in terms of units, assume that one third of the annual sales
 
($36. 9M) is attributable to the optical devices themselves (the remainder would be
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mounting and peripheral equipment). Assume that the average device sells for $830 
(see Section V. 7). Then the demand in units is [ ($36.9M x 1/3) + $830] 14, 819, say 
15, 000 units per year for the period 1983 through 1992. Applying a build-up to tis 
level from 1980 gives rough order of magnitude demand forecast as follows: 
Year- Demand (Umts) Year Demand (Units) 
1980 1,000 1986 15,000 
1981 5,000 1987 15,000 
1982 10,000 1988 15,000 
1983 15,000 1989 15,000 
1984 15,000 1990 15,000 
1985 15,000 1991 15,000 
1992 15,000 
Figure V-i. U.S. Demand for Transparent Oxide Optical Devices 1980-1992 
V. 7 PRODUCT QUANTITIES/PRICING 
Assuming that the unit price is attractive relative to dewce performance, a market 
share of 33. 3% of the demand by 1984 is estimated, giving a sales forecast in units 
as follows: (This assumes significant outside competition). 
Year Sales (Units) Year Sales (Umts) 
1980 0 1986 5000 
1981 0 1987 5000 
1982 320 1988 5000
 
1983 1500 1989 5000
 
1984 5000 1990 5000
 
1985 5000 1991 5000
 
1992 5000
 
Figure V-2. Transparent Oxide Sales 
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A unit price of $830 has been set for analysis purposes, arrived at as follows. The 
present day value of germanium for infrared and for ultraviolet applications is esti­
3 
mated at $12.50 per cm (based on a blank of 1/4 inch thickness and 1-1/2 inch 
diameter selling-for S90). The value of gallium arsemde, which avoids the opacity 
problem of germanium when operated above 50 C, is estimated at $34.72 per cm3 
3 
(based on a blank of 7.2 cm selling for $250). Using the gallium arsemde as a more 
likely equivalent to the space processed oxides, plus a 20% value increase for the as­
sumed superior performance of the space-processed oxide device, gives a value of 
3 
for the new device, and a baseline device of 20 cm 
3 
S34. 72 x 1. 2) = $41.66 per cm 

would be worth ($41.66 x 20) = $833.28, say $830 per device.
 
V. 8 PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE 
The life cycle for transparent oxide optical devices is highly conjectural, since the 
process and the devices are conceptual at best. In the introduction phase, equipment 
manufacturers would be introduced to the product using R&D phase samples. Product 
decline would result from competition by a superior product alternative, presently 
unknown. Using an arbitrary 10 year maturity phase, the product life cycle would be 
about as follows: 
Phase From (Year) To (Year) 
Introduction 1980 1982 
Growth 1983 1985 
Maturity 1986 1995 
Decline 1996 ? 
Exit 1 
Figure V-3. Transparent Oxide Device Product Life Cycle 
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SECTION VI 
COST/VALUE FOR PRODUCTION 
This section presents the baseline production concept for producing Transparent Oxide 
optical devices, along with the assumptions and key findings for the product venture. 
It must be remembered that all figures given here are conceptual only, and are subject 
to change upon further and more detailed investigation. 
VI. 1 FLIGHTSAND RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR PILOT PLANT AND FULL 
SCALE PRODUCTION 
The Transparent Oxide production process presents a series of ground-space process 
steps, with one rn-space process step required, that of zero-G levitation, melting and 
re-solidification of the selected oxide. A throughput analysis, unit product cost break­
down, and rough breakdown of associated costs are provided in the following para­
graphs.
 
VI. 1. 1 ANALYSIS OF PRODUCT VOLUME AND TIME VS. PAYLOAD 
CAPACITY AND TIME 
The forecasted manufacturing volume is an initial output of about 500 units in 1982, 
growing to about 5000 units per year by 1984. The 1982 start implies the start of 
small-scale production while the R&D program (which ends m 1985) is still In process. 
The feasiblhty of tlns overlap would depend on assuming that experimental space 
facihty designs were sufficient to produce the small initial quantities needed. The 
Transparent Oxide space processing faclhty envisioned would process up to 80 charges 
per day, which at 7 devices per charge, would produce up to 560 units per day. Thus, 
in the first year of production, a flight of one day would satisfy the annual requirement. 
At full-scale production of about 5000 units per year, one 9-day flight with one proces­
sing facility would suffice. Increased production could easily be accommodated by 
increasing flight time or number of facilities (processors). The levitation and melting 
facilhty would be a relatively heavy and bulky (but self-contained) unit, so that minmizing 
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the number of facility launches would be desirable. A modular device (cartridge or 
magazine) for storing and feeding oxide charges into the levitation/melt chamber would 
be used to simplify handling of charges, and would also be used during up-transport 
and down-transport. The high energy consumption of the facility would probably be the 
item of greatest concern. A throughput analysis for the space and ground steps is 
shown in Figure VI-i, for an annual throughput of 5040 units. 
VI. 1. 2 ANALYSIS OF PROCESSING SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS VS SHUTTLE/ 
SPACELAB AVAILABLE RESOURCES 
The space processing facility is conceived as being self-contained, except for special 
arrangements for input power and periodic crew attention. The facility would be 
initially launched with raw material input cartridges containing enough oxide charges 
for the mission duration and sufficient empty product output cartridges. Movement 
of charges from the input cartridge through the processing chamber and into the output 
cartridge would be completely automated, so that continuous operator attention would 
not be required. At the end of the production run, the output cartridge would be re­
moved, for return to ground and another full cartridge would be installed. Shrinkage 
of the oxide charges during processing is estimated at 5%(95% yield) so that the output 
weight will be essentially the same as input weight. 
An average of one man hour per day of crew time has been assumed, including cartridge 
installation and removal time. The input power requirement presents the most chal­
lenging aspect of in-orbit support for the transparent oxide facility. At an energy 
consumption level of 12 KVH per charge, and 720 charges per 9-day mission, 8640 
KWH are required, and a peak input of 20-60 KW. The study has assumed that the 
space support agency will make such a power source available at a cost of $40 per 
KWH. This action appears feasible, but whether it will be done in the time frame 
1982-1992 will determine the scale of production of transparent oxides and other energy­
intensive products in that time period. An alternative approach, to use direct solar 
energy concentration, was not developed in the study, but could be a viable method. 
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1. Oxide Preparation Process 
Number of oxide charges per year (7 devices per charge) 
Charge diameter 
Charge weight 
Charge volume 
Quantity of oxide reqired per year 
(720 x 1.34 kg) 
720 
8 cm 
1340 grams 
268 cm 3 
965 kg 
Oxide Preparation Facilities 
Oxide Shaping Facility 
Oxide Testing Facility 
2. Oxide Space Process 
No. of charges req'd per year 
Charge size 
Charge volume 
Charge density 
Charge veight 
Process time per charge 
No. of charges per day (1440 minutes - 18) (max.) 
No. of days required per year (720 - 80) 
No of flights per year 
Process yield factor 
Process output (volume) (720 x 268 x .95) 
Process output (weight) (720 x 1.34 x 95) 
Process input (weight) (720 x 1. 34) 
Energy required per flight (720 x 12 KWH) 
720 
8 am diameter 
268 cm 3 
5 gr/1cm 3 
1 34 kg 
18 minutes 
80 
9 
1 (9 days) 
95% of weight
183,312 cm 3 
917 kg 
965 kg 
8640 KH 
(9-day mission) 
Oxide Space Facilities 
Space levitation/melt, cool facility 
Charge storage unit (input and output) 
Power conditioning/supply (up to 50 KW) 
3. Oxide Finishlng Process 
Sphere size before cutting (weight) 
Sphere size before cutting (volume) 
No. of spheres per year 
Cutting yield factor 
Polishing yield factor 
Useful volume after cut &polish (per sphere) 
(241.2 x .60 x .95) 
Useful volume output per year (137.5 x 720) 
Useful weight output per year (99,000 cm 3 x 5 gr) 
Typical volume of optical device 
Typical no. of optical devices per sphere 
(127.5 - 20) 
No. of optical devices output per year 
(720 x 7) 
Oxide Finishlng Facilities 
Oxide cutting & polishing facility (optical quality) 
Optical item test & packaging facility 
7 72 cm diam. 
241.2 cm 3 
720 
60% 
9go 
137.5 cm 3 
99, 000 cm 3 
495 kg 
20 cm 3 
7 
5040 
Figure VI-1. Transparent Oxides Throughput Analysis 
Basis: 5040 devices per year 
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This approach would lead to a different facility concept than was used in this study, 
which assumed an electrical rather than heat energy input to the facility. 
VI. 1.3 	 DETERMINATION OF NUMBER OF FLIGHTS FOR PIoLOT PLANT 
AND PRODUCTION 
A baseline assumption of one 9-day flight per year for space processing transparent 
oxides has been used, relative to an annual production requirement of about 5000 oxide 
devices. Lower level production in the early years would probably use a similar 
facility and flight arrangements (with reduced operating time), while an annual produc­
tion higher than 5000 units would use either more flights or more facilities (processors) 
per flight, assuming that sufficient process energy were available. 
'The ,product and process conceptand power source arrangements are such that these 
considerations are highly speculative at this time. 
VI. 	1.4 DETERMINATION OF RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR PILOT PLANT AND
 
PRODUCTION
 
A summary of the production resource requirements is shown in Figure VI-2. Plant
 
and equipment requirements are roughly estimated as shown in Figure VI-3. Further
 
data on production costs is given m Section IV, Cash Flow Analysis.
 
VI. 2 ANALYSIS OF PRODUCT COSTS
 
A breakdown tof the ,manufacturing costs by process step for an annual production level
 
of 5040 units is shown in Figure IV-4. A unit manufacturing cost of $351 was used for
 
all cases, all years of the financial forecast, (Section IV).
 
VI. 2.1 SHUTTLE/SPACELAB OPERATION COSTS AND RESOURCE COSTS
 
Annual space operations costs at an annual production level of 5040 units are estimated
 
at $1168K (Figure VI-5). Most of this amount ($1017K) is for shuttle service charges.
 
The basis for the space service charges is shown in Figure VI-5.
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Materials 
Alumina, yttria, zircoma and other oxide rods or pressed and sintered 
charges (8 cm dam) 
Services 
Shuttle launch and support (NASA) 
In-space power source (50 KW) 
Equipment 
Production scale positiomng, levitation and melting apparatus (O-G) 
Oxide charge preparation equipment 
Oxide finishing (cut, polish, package) equipment 
Facilities 
Oxide charge preparation lab 
Launch and Return facilities (Shuttle) (NASA) 
Oxide fimshlng lab 
Special Manpower Skills 
Optical glasses specialists 
Optical device specialists 
Oxide levitation, position, melt process specialists 
Figure VI-2. Transparent Oxides Production Resource Requirements Summary 
Oxide Preparation 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 
Oxide Shaping 400K - - - - - - - - - 400K 
Oxide Testing 300K - - - - - - - - - 300K 
Oxide Preparation 
Space Facility (2)" 500K - 500K - - - - - - - 1000K 
Oxide Finishing 
Oxide Cut and Polish 600K - - - - - - - - - 600K 
Device Test and 
Package 400K - - - - - - - - - 400K 
Annual Totals 2200K - 500K - - - - - - - 2700K 
*1 facility in orbit, 1 backup. 
Figure VI-3. Transparent Oxides Plant and Equipment Estimates 
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Basis: 720 charges or 5040 devices/yr, 7 devices per charge. 
Annual Unit
 
Cost Cost (per device)
 
Oxide Preparation 
Preparation labor (7-20 x $50) 36K 
Oxide Materials (720 x 1.34 Kg x $220/kg) 212K 
Overhead (100% of labor) 36K 
Total $284K $ 56.34 
Oxide Space Processing 
Ground Operations Labor 73K 
Materials (misc.) 5K 
Services, shuttle (NASA) 1017K 
Overhead (100% of labor) 73K 
Total $ 1168K $231.74 
Oxide Finishing Process 
Device cut & polish labor (5040 x $20) 101K 
Test & package labor (5040 x $10) 50K 
Materials (nnsc) (5040 x $3) 15K 
Overhead (100% of labor) 151K 
Total $ 317K $ 62.89 
Grand Total $ 1769K $350.97 
Figure IV-4. Unit Manufacturing Cost Transparent Oxide Devices 
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Basis: 5040 devices = 720 charges & 1 flights/yr (approx. 9 days) 
Annual
 
Charges
 
Up-transport Volume 
(3.0M3 @$13760/M 3 ) 
(1. 0M 3 x 2 cartridges @$13 760/iM3 ) 
$ 41K 
28K 
Up transport weight 
800 kg @$110/kg) facility 88K 
(720 charges @1.34 kg x $110 kg) materials 106K 
On-orbit energy 
(720 charges @12KWH x $40/KWH) 346K 
On-orbit crew 
(I man hr/day x 9 days x $6450/hr) 58K 
(2 cartridges x 2 hrs x $6450/hr) 26K 
On-orbit data transmission None 
On-orbit data processing None 
Down transport weight 
(800 kg x $180/kg) facility 144K 
(720 charges x 1.34 kg x $180/kg) materials 174K 
Ground Ops (Volume). 
[(3. 0M 3 + 2. OM) x $1280/M 3 6K 
Ground Ops (complexity) None 
$1017K 
Figure VI-5. 	 Calculation of Transparent Oxides Space Charges 
for Production 
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VI. 2.2 DEFINITION OF ADDITIONAL NON-SPACE PROGRAM COSTS 
The non-space processing steps, oxide preparation and oxide finishing (cut and polish), 
account for about 34% of the total process cost (Figure VI-4). All of the ground pro­
cessing is ,assumed tobe performed in existingplant space. The small production 
quantities do not require significant ground plant capacity. 
VI. 2.3 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS 
The Transparent Oxide device selling pnce is the key to establishing a significant 
demand for the product. The $830 unit price used for Cases A and B analysis appears 
to be as high a price as can be charged, unless extraordinary device features are 
demonstrated. Therefore the $351 unit manufacturing cost, with its high content of 
space processing costs, is a major area of concern if the business is to achieve an 
acceptable breakeven point. (See Section IV, Cash Flow Analysis.) Although all of 
the estimates used are speculative, specific attention should be given in future stadhes, 
to the means for reducing unit manufacturing cost, and attempting to lower the umt 
selling price. 
VI. 3 ANALYSIS OF COST/VALUE 
The Case B financial forecast for the Transparent Oxides (ref. Section IV, Cash Flow 
Analysis) presents an unattractive breakeven point and an unattractive present value, 
due to the burden of the R&D program. The space facility is under-utilized, due to 
the small market size, and the ultimate market size and market share will have an
 
important effect on this venture. The estimates used may prove to have been overly
 
conservative. Case C, with higher selling price and higher market share, is closest
 
to being able to carry the R&D program costs.
 
VI. 3.1 DERIVATION OF GROSS M.ARGIN
 
Gross margin, or the difference between umt manufacturing cost and selling price,
 
for the Case B case, is estimated at S830-$351 = $479, 58% of selling price or 136%
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of unit manufacturing cost. This relationship was used in all years of the Case A and 
Case B forecasts. Gross margin allows for net profit and expenses other than shop 
cost, as shown in Section IV. 
VI. 3.2 IDENTIFICATION OF SIGNIFICANT COST/VALUE ASSUMPTIONS 
A key assumption in forecasting the business was that large amounts of power (m the 
range of 60 I(W) could be made available in space at the relatively low cost of $40/KWH. 
The feasibility of the in-space, containerless melting process has been assumed. 
Also, it has been assumed that no ground alternative process will be developed in the 
same time frame, and that the amorphous and/or high transnusivity form of various 
transparent oxides and other materials will give superior performance in the infrared 
and ultraviolet portions of the spectrum. 
The R&D program used, (Case B), assumes that NASA will fund sufficient experiments 
to demonstrate overall process feasibility. The R&D costs included, assume that all 
experiments are successful, and that only a few flights are required to achieve pilot 
production capability. The space service charges are based on the BUS Phase III model 
and are a significant cost factor in the financial forecast. Any changes in the basis for 
space charges will thus have a significant effect on the forecasted venture viability. 
VI. 3.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
The "present value" of the product venture (as explained in Section IV), discounted at 
10%/ has been used as a common measure for assessing the sensitivity of the venture 
to the estimates used for the various cost elements. Each of the parameters used m 
the cash flow analysis was varied + 10%, and the financial forecast was calculated 
for each case a total of 30 projections. The resultant present value in each case was 
then compared with the Case B present value, giving the delta low(-10o) and delta 
high (+10%) figures as shown in Figure VI-6. 
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INVEST - INTERACTIVE 'EW VENTURE EXAMINATION AND SENSITIVITY TEST
 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF CHANGEl I' PRESENT VALUE 
FOR 10 PCT. CHANGE IN PARAMETER VALUE 
DELTA DE TA 
ITEM PARAMETER LOW NIGH 
I INTEREST RATE 144264, w1442649 
2 UNITS MANUFACTURED PCT. 534421. .5428589 
3 AVERAGE INVENTORY PCT, 165479 .IA547. 
4 ENGINEERING EXPENSE PCT. 22883. -2P883, 
5 SELLING EXPENSE PCT. 45092# -45092. 
6 ADMIN EXPENSE PCT. 45766. -45766. 
7 RECEIVABLES PCT. 32607. -3P607. 
8 DEPRLCIATION PERIOD(YRS) 139229 wR804. 
9 OTHER INVESTMENT PCT# -8152o 8152. 
10 TOTAL MARKET UNITS -289444. p8q444, 
11 MARKET SHARE PCT. -289444. P89444, 
12 UNIT PRICE $ -832302. 794969. 
13 UNIT MFGID COSt q, 534421. .542858. 
14 R + 0 COST $ 410624. -410624, 
15 ANNUAL PLANT + EQUIP $ 172725. .172725* 
PR8DUCT IS TRANSPARENT OXIDES CASE & 
BASELINE PRESENT VALUE -2939047. 
Figure VI-6. Transparent Oxides Parameter Sensitivity Analysis 
The parameters with the largest change in present value for a 10% change in estimate 
are thus of most interest. The high-sensitivity parameters are plotted in Figure VI-7. 
Unit price, unit manufacturmg cost (including space service charges) and R&D costs 
show high sensitivity, so that these cost estimates should receive close attention in 
further studies. 
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